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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING. MARCH 20. 1907.
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THE TEDDY BEAR ON WALL STREET

CALIFORNIA

HONDURAS lS ATTHE

STOCK MARKET FITZGERALD

THE MERCY OF

STORM MOVES

IN BAD FIX

NICARAGUA

EASTWARD

TODAY

HELP THAI COUNTRY
DOWN

K(-vo-

WIND

PUT

Itl'SKIAN TUOOI'H INTEH- VKNE IX PEKS1A.
Tchprin. Persia. March 26. Serl- disorders have broken out at
i,i
Sebzewar, necessitating the Interven
ilnn of Kusslan troops, lawless na
tlves of the vicinity have risen .and
are now attempting to forco an en
Two civilians
trance into the city.
wounded
were killed and several
The lives of Russians are In great
A reinforcement of Bus
dancer.
slnn iroons is reported to have start
Sebzewar is the
ed from Sebzewar.
riMilr of the wool trade province of
Khomassan and Is In the vicinity of
It has
number of copper mines.
ii population of about 18,000.
M ATTKIIS IN HOl'MANIA
AUK GETTING WOKSE FAST.
March 26. Four thou
sand peasants from the district of
Teleorman and Vlashlua have Joined
forces and are row marching on
A minor state of selgi
Bucharest.
has been proclaimed here and the
military authorities have taken measures to prevent the revolted peasants
Should the
from invading the city.
peasants refuse to retire, orders have
been issued to the troops to use
shncpnel against them.

GETS FELL
St PPLY OF WIND
Pueblo, March 26. A terrific wind
storm prevailed here today, Interfer
lng with street traffic and badly crip
pling the wires in all directions. The
trains were only slightly delayed by
the wind.

Ama-mull-

a.

I.OMIV THROWING STILL

ACTIVE THKOLGHOLT KCKSIA
Hlalystock. March 26. A bomb
wis thrown at the governor general
.if Bogalevskt. while lie was driving
today.
The governor general was
not inlured. nlthough the force of
the explosion broke all the windows
in the street and his coachman was
The man who
wounded.
threw the bomb escaped.
KE.MOVIX'U TRACKS KUOM

NEW YOUR STREETS.
York, March 26. The long
contention over the tracks of ihe New
in Eleventh
York Central railroad
avenue has reached the point where
condemnation proceeding were com
menced today for the removal of the
tracks from the avenue. At the meet'
lug today the board will listen to
argument made by members of an
association of Bronx civic organizations, who will urge the Immediate
preparation of forms and cont acts
for tho proposed lines aloric Westchester avenue and White Plains road.
It will be urged that the commission
should put through at least one of
these routes as soon, if not sooner
than- - the Manhattan routes are actei
upon.
New

reached a velocity of 72 miles an
hour. The flnnncial loss from broken
glass and the destruction of small
buildings, awnings and signs will be
considerable.

BROTHERHOODS

MEET

NAVY DEPARTMENT HAS CHESTER

RAILWAY MANAGERS
FOR

!

LAST SAY

GILLETTE'S

INCREASED WAGES
IN

NAVY

YARDS

MME. MKI.BA SINGS II Ell

FAREWEI.Ij ENGAGEMENT
New York. March 26. Mme. Mel
ha last night sang her last In La Demand Foe Higher Wages
Itohcme at Hammerstein-'Manhattan
opera house for this season. She
and Longer Hours Ultisang Mlmi In La Boheme to a large
audience, wno went wild with en
matum to Strike.
thusiasm. She also sang in the bal
cony scene from "Komeo and Juliet.1
which was Interpolate! between the
second and third acts of La Boheme. NEW PRESIDENT GIVEN
Mme. Melba's contract for next season calls for her appearance In four
COLORADO F. & 1. COJ
new roles of
repertory in which
she has rot been heard this year.
The next star at the Manhattan opern
Chicago, March 2S. The general
house Is Mme. Emma Calve, who will
appear on the 27th In the role of managers of the western railroads
and the representatives of the BrothCarmen.
erhood of Uallway Trainmen and the
Order of Hallway Conductors began
with what promises to be the
THE MAN WHO TRIED TO today
final conference regarding the demands for increase of pay and a
working day of nine hours.
weeks the men belongSAVE fu'KINLEY NOW ingForto several
the two organizations
have
been voting on the question of striking If their demands are not granted,
and although the vote iad not been
A MANIAC
announced today prior to the comIt Is
mencement of the conference
understood to be overwhelmingly In
favor of the strike If such steps benecessary.
Atlantic City, X. J.. March 26. The comes general
managers have InformThe
only man who made a direct effort
the men that they are prepared to
to save the life of President McKln-le- ed
10 per cent increase but thej'
on that September day at Buffalo oner a grant
n nine hour day. Before
cannot
is in jail nere. a maniac.
meeting
today both sides expressHis name. It will be remembered the a determination
not to give in any
ed
is james Parker.
particular and seemed confident
Parker was standing near the one
other side would give way. It Is
president When Cstol atony. nflHA1 in the
line, ostensibly to shake the hand of expected the conference will last sev- eral days and a definite outcome Is
not looked for until the end of the

Sum Total Quite an Increase Broken Down By Labor In
to Income of "Various
That Case and With Incurable Disease He Dies.
Kinds of Employes.
NO STRIKES OCCUR IN

CQVERN.:T

hr

LATER ADVICES FROM NEW
ORLEANS SAYS UNTRUE
SERVICE

Washington, March 26. The navy
iew Orleans, March 26. It was
department hus approved the read- learned today that Thomas F. Ward,
justment of wages of the employes who committed suicide near the City
at League Island navy yard, Phila- Park race track last week, was the
delphia, recommended by the local district attorney of St. Johnsvllle,
navy board.
He was worth (100,000. He
The result Is a general N. Y.
was crazed by overwork, brought on
increase In the wages of the
metal workers, pile drivers, by tho strain of the trial of Chester
shipkeepers, steam fitters, sheet metal Gillette, who was sentenced to death
workers, plasterers, all around ma- tor the murder of Grace Brown. He
chinists, ordnance men, toolmiVers went to New York some weeks ago to
mill men, riggers, sallmakers and receive treatment for stomach trou
ble. While there It is supposed he
helpers.
was told that his complaint was in
wharf-keeper- s,

OUR

0

curable and this, in connection with
the strain of the Gillette- - trial, caused
him to bu despondent.

E

Xew
Orleans,
March
Ward story Is not true.

'.'6.

--

The

,

JOURNAL

Wcl-bor-

SHOWS ITS HAND

New York, March 26.

Justice
has decided to appoint a commission of lunacy In the Tnaw case.
Consists of Three.
The commission Is composed of
Morgan J. O'Brien, former Justice of
the supreme court; peter B. Olney,
lawyer, and Dr. Leopold Putzell.
What They'll IHvlclc.
The cnmmlssJ6n appointed by Justice Fitzgerald of the supreme court
will decide the question as to whether
Thaw Is now sane. The trial before
the Jury for murder will be Interrupted
pending the report of this
commission. If the commission reports him sune, the trlul will be resumed.
Could Not no Worse.
Otherwise, he will bo sent to Bn
asylum, probably that at Mattewan
for the criminal Insane. Fitzgerald's
decision to appoint a commission followed a conference with the attorneys
In the caso today.
The justice told
the counsel that he hud given the
'orion sfidavlt a careful consideration but that they were no widely at
titnaiiue, nu cuuid nov'piopeny pass
upon th.e,r, Therefore, ha thought It
rOUld be best to submit the entire
matter to a commission. As Thaw's
counsel left the room one, of them
)
aid "It could not lie worse1."- Wlfo Is Broken Down.
Kvelyn Thaw was weeping as she
left the room to go to the Tombs
prison. Mrs. Thaw had nerved herself
for the ordeal of announcement to
her husband but he greeted her with
condolence. ". "Never mind, dearie."
he said. "It wilt be' all right. I am
sane now, just' as sane as the judge
Is and any
commission
'
will declare me so."

SECUETAUY CONTIUMTEs VAST
SUMS TO NEW VOHK HANKS
Washington, March 26. Under instructions recently Issued by the secretary of the treasury to collectors of
customs throughout the country, they
were directed to deposit their custom
receipts in regular depositories. This,
however, did not embrace the
cities. These Instructions have ".been today enlarged by
IJie secretary so that public deposits
with national band depositories
in
New York City will at once be Increased about 1150,000,000 from customs recelrt" under votomi of nr
act of March 4, 1907. This' action
is taken with a view of facilitating
redemption of 4 per' cent bonds of
1907, and also to render available additional funds for usual disbursements
occurring on April 1.

II. HIiNING TO BE APPOINTED
SECRETARY OF IIFKEAU OF
IMMIGRATION IV PAY FOU
MISREPRESENTING FACTS
AT LEGISLATI VE.

BOATS OF HIGHLANDS

WON'T IICN. PEltllAPS.
.
V'
CI
cellor Magie Is hearing nrgumont today on an Injunction granted Id be
heard tcjday against the New Jersey
Central railroad of New Jersey running boats to Atlantic Highlands any
longer, ns it has done these many
years. The Interruption of the boat
service is threatened by litigation
over the company's landing place at
Atlantic Highlands.
The pier nt
which the boats land Is connected
with tho mainland by two tracks on
trestle work. This trestle work. Attorney General Uobert If. Carter, of
New Jersey declares, has no legal
right to exist, and he has brought
suit before Chancellor Magie to restrain the New Jersey Central railroad find the Naveslnk Railroad company from using It. The complaint
recites the sale of hinds under water
in llarUan Bay to the railroads by
the Riparian commissioners on' Dec.
11, 1S1, for
10,0U0, but avers that
there was nothing In the sale which
would allow the rallrorjl rornpanv to
build Its I ring wharf at the Highsays
lands. . Tho attorney general
that the pier property was beyond the
power of the Riparian commissioners
to sell. The railroad company claims
that It had a right to built the pier.
As there Is no other means of landing passengers from the boats than
this pier a favorable decision for infv.
slate; wvul'J , interrupt Tnf
service,
wliicli ttoul.l prove u iU'eut Inconvenience to the rich men Of S'e""
York who own places along the shore
and whose favorite wuy of reaching
New York
Is
by iho famous and
i
pnh'i v mt:,ii ,,r ii,.,
cii
'

Trit.Tt,,

WILL NOT STIUKE IN
MONTANA COPPEU MINES.
Itutte, Mont., March 26. A special election of the Butte Miners'- union is being here today In this city
to vote on the acceptance of the report of the committee
which has
been appointed and authorized
to
make a settlement of the wage question with the mining companies. The
Amalgamated company will pay the
$4 a day .demanded, the only stipulation attached being that the union enter lnt a contract for five years, and
that should copper drop below eighteen cents a pourfl the wage scale of
13.60 per day shall be restored. The
sentiment of the miners Is almost
unanimous for accepting the proposition, but In order to give every man
the opportunity to express himself
the vole was ordered and Is now being taken. There Is no reason to
doubt but that the whole question will
be settled. The smelter men and ths
engineers will settle their differences
with the company dlrevt.
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old-troll-

Mini

JMES
Who

PARKER.
Tried to Save Life of

the chief executive. Others were even
nearer, but into Parker's mind there
first Hashed the suspicion of Imminent danger. As the asasssln whipped
his right hand from beneath his coat,
holding the pistol shrouded
in a
white handkerchief,
Parker leapei
forward, and with a quick blow struck
the arm of Czolgosz, but vainly.
A few days ago Parker was seized
with violent mania.
Pending the
customary Inquiry Into his sanity, he
has been remanded I i the custody of
the police and may later be committed to an asylum for the insane.

JI BILANT
OVEIt LEGISLATION 1'As.sED.
Nashville, Tenn., March 26. The
tobacco growers of Tennessee. Kentucky, and Virginia are jubilant mid
very grateful to the Tennessee legislature for passing the two to acco
bills. sa'(l President
Foil. who is
chief executive officer of the association. He said that the passage of the
two
bills
mentioned
,,,i.t.., . IK
strengthens
the organization in its
tight against the tobacco trust. This
organization has been conducting a
determined fight for several years
past against the oppressions of the
trusts and In behalf of better prices
for their tobacco, and the members
feel that they are winning all along
tile line. The two bills passed Were
strongly favored by all but a very
small percentage
of the members,
and the large maority fel that they
will now
be able more effectively
than ever liefore to carry on their
TOBACCO MEN

con test

ld

.

lf't

ililtlttltlifllft

a Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, March 26. It Is re- - a
a" ported here on reliable lnforma- - a
a tlon that 11. B. Henlng who so
a" ably
misrepresented
for the a
a Journal during the recent legls- - a
a l.iture here, Is to be paid for his a
a services by selection as secretary a
a of the Bureau of Immigration, 4
a of which the publisher of the a
a Journal, "Danny"
Macpherson, a
a is the leading light.
a
a
cogent
Is
This
a
reason for a
a the anions of Mr. Henlng In so a
a misrepresenting
the situation
a that lie was barred from the a
a tloiir of the house.
a
a
It Is well known lure that Mr. a
a Henlng Is to
something
a for his servl'-cand this posi- - a
a tion. which will pay a matter of
a something like 1.600 w..h a a
a good contingent expense fund, a
a is considered a reasonable fee.
a
a
Just what the Journal as a a
a paper will receive for Its sixty- - 4
a day bombardment of the legls- - a
a la tors is not know n.
a
a
The selection of Mr. Henlng as
a secretary of the bureau, is to be a
a made in the face of the bold a
a statement by the Journal, that It a
a was actuated solely by the phll- - a
a anthrot.ic idea of aiding the peo- a pie.
a
a
Tr.ere is a hitch In thp selec- - a
a tlon of Mr. Hening.
however, a
a which may result in his failure a
a to a erpt the office. The govern- - a
a or some til.:? uitti declared that
a territorial official should
at- - a
a tn.. I to the duties of his oflice a
a ami not he engaged in other a
business. If the governor insists a
a iipoi, this regulation Mr. Henirig a
wuul.l be forced to leave
the a
niotn'i.g paper, which does not a
like ! lose any member of Its a
f mlsrepi esem atives since a
staff
Chers of similar ilk aie hard to a
Main.
a
a
1' i
here. tint a
understood
Mr Heiiing is "lired of ii all." a
mi would eij- nun h like an op- - a
i'1'Muiiity to recuperate at the a
'lory u expense
a

F1U-gera-

fair-mind-

i

11.

-

IN AID OF
DESTITUTE JEWS til VEX
York, March 26. Under the
direction of Mrs. Samuel r. Levy,
Mrs. Hugo A. WallenBtlen, Mrs. Samuel Greenfield, Mrs, Joseph. H. Cohen,
Mrs. Alfred Plncus find Mrs. Albert
Lucas, a whist In aid of the Jows,
aged
and destitute poor, and for the
I
week.
rebuilding of the alms houses e
stroyed in the Kingston earthquake
New C. F. & I. Frwident.
will be given tonight at the Waldorf
Denver. March 26.- - Jesse F.
Astoria. The affair Is expected to be
vice president and sales and Preliminary
Are
Tracings
lively one, as a large number of MELI1A SIGNS TO M0
a
traffic manager of the Colorado Fuel
most Influential people among
the
INTO A TALKING MACHINE.
ft Iron company, was yesterday elect
r
I.ilshed and Only Awaiting Jewish population are convenffi the
ac
New York, March 26. Instead of
ed president of that company to sue- tlvely In this enterprise.
sailing today for Europe Mme. Media,
ceed the late Frank J. Hearne.
Cabinet Approval.
the noted opera singer, has signed n
CALVE WILL tslSC. AT
contract with the proprietor of a
MISSOl'IU'K ItEFOHM ELECMANHATTAN
OPEIIA IIOL'SF
miHing mac nine who pays her JJ0,- TION HILL HAS PASSED.
'
'." ,olU KllHMUnl: eH- New York, March 26. Mme. Calve 000 to sing Into his machine for a , .'.
St. Louis.
March 26 The Mis- Speciul to The Evening Citizen.
""ury
soprano
will
In
sing
tonight
week.
The
Is to receive more
''V "
souri senate has passed u bill that
Washington, ft. C, March 26. The opera house In Carmen, Hammerstelns
""d Sea
ier first ap than fifty thousand dollars for sing- - (,lrt'
has attractrl much attention and will preliminary tracings for the Albu- pearance
he"H
Cil"
' reached by
..
here this season. (She will lng In the week ending Aoril '2. This traveling
be imitated In other states,
If the querque federal building have been
b
rail,
further
but the
many inquiries received here from completed, and on their approval by als be seen as Marguerite In Oou- - sum will be paid in royalties, hut rich men want llielr delightful
will
raust, and will appear In the company hs guaranteed
the by boat. So popular has this route
those states are any criterion.
The the cabinet the complete final draw- iioil i operas.
sum,
equal
Mr.
to
other
the
Hammersteln has I
salary
annual
of
bill is Intended to regulate
reform ings will be promptly made.
,
been
is
.
.
that
L,
U
.
there,
alwavs u waitinir
r.rAui.L.nti ... tnITr
t'..l.,i
announced a season of German opera ...a t.
;
i line,, nmifa aim o, . - election movements, to tho extent of
Delegate Andrews gave ft
" v n:,""w "f ''os "
for next year. Ho will present at the total probably will be In excess
,
,.
placing such movements under like Monday night at his hotel, at dinner
which
"m..or
figure. To fulfill the contract the '
requirements as are imposed upon were present Win. l,oeb. secretary to least "Tristan and Isolde" and "Lopolitical parties.
The bill provides President Heoscvclt, and Senators hengrin" In German, and posslblly diva cancelled a passage to England,
some
Wagner
which
sho had engaged for today.
OI.DF.vr liillxll: AND
other
music
dramas
that leagues, committees, associations Iteverldge Mid Hansbrough. The lat- later.
AGED ODD I Kl.Ultt III It.
or societies, Incorporated
or unin- ter Is senate republican whip.
IIAXK CONDITION C W.I.ED
corporated, formed for the purpose
Appleton, Wis., March 26 Judae
'ETON TIGEKS OPEN
FOIl FRIDAY LAST WEEK. Samuel Ryan, aged
of investigating the character, fitness IIFPKESFNTVUVF
the oldest edl- LONG- tSEASON WITH FAST GAME.
Washington. March 26. The com p. lor In Wisconsin andb.one
or qualification of candidates or nomiof the
WOIITII FINE MISUIAN.,
currency
today
nees for public office, ami making re
of
the
a
est members of in.. i.i.i
issued
Princeton. N. j.. March 26. The
a.a
ports on same, shall state In full. In
Washington. I). C, March 26.
Princeton schedule onens t h upn arm call for the condition of national today, of nneii niOlllll. Citttl
lu.l Alt
every report or recommendation as The capital in much intereHtetl In,
with u Kama with Willi am nni banks at the close of business Fii - route to the cemetery on the day of
to such candidates or nominees, the amateur entertainments, anil some ofiMaiv at Norfolk, followed hv nne
day, March 22.
his wife's funeral.
names and addresses of all persons the leaders of society are very gifted morrow at Norfolk with Hampton
furnishing the information.
Any re- - in the art of pleasing; people with ami Sydney, and one with Randolph
port or recommendation furnished or their rendering of music or readings, Macon at Richmond on the 28th.
published by such assoc iations which Amojig the most accomplished musl- 1x1111
does not contain all of this informa clans Is Nicholas Longworth,
IUG COLLEGE CO.M'KR- tion shall be unlawful, and any perof the president, who is as skillAT
EM
HELD
E
TOl'EKA.
son printing or circulating a report ful as a professional on tho violin,
Topeka, Kans., March 26. The aswithout this information
shall be while his dialect songs never fall to sociation
of the "Colleges of the Inguilty of a misdemeanor and fined please, frequently
convulsing
his terior," Including
tho Congregational
not less than JloO nor more than audience. His love of music Is only
and
Interdenominational
churches
laOO or by Imprisonment In Jail riot exceeded by his love of politics. The
,ho
"lusless than one month or more than father of Mr I
gworth practical iy 'V'"1'
";
"
fl"h
one year, or by both such fine and
r,on.rL-"1
ar"'tal
hed the .ollege of Music In
Imprisonment. The bill also provides Cincinnati, and first Introduced the V,,,'1N"bur,n coll,
.'".""P' to,V'y' a,ldiwentyfor reports
of campaign expenses Theodore Thomas orchestra there. V'1 eo.n"nu,! u"1"
cprcBcnicu. i lie
,""rt'c" u,c ' college
such as are reou red of reuular narlv and nlsn nrnmote.l the Annual ,.utl. president
of each
and one
organizations.
val w hich years ago attracted atten Uclegato are
present.
tion to ClnclnnaM as a musical cen
ed
tre.
Mil J. ION AI UK FOIt PLACE
PENNSYLVANIA RAILRESIGNED BY SEN. KPOOXFR.
ROAD APPKOVES MEHGEIl.
Sam-Roose- velt
Milwaukee. Wis., March 26. The MAJOR BI.EECKEIl RESIGNS
Philadelphia, Pa.. March 26. At a
election takes place today to fill the!
LONG siitVK I'.
AITI.R
vacancy occasioned by the declinastockholders of the PennM 'rch 26.
New
Major An- meeting ofrailroad
tion of Senator Spooner to serve any thony J.York.
today the merger
r, who has been In sylvania
Blecck.
wMli
longer as Cnited Stales senator from military service for some twenty-thre- e
the Philadelphia & Krie was ap-- i
proved.
the slate of Wisconsin. James Steph- years, has resinned from tne 71st
enson, of Marinette, the millionaire regiment,
and quits the service today.
v
Vunitc. Ariz.. M arch
V..
k n J!
II
26.
ii
I.
Mi :o ue.
backer of Senator Iji Follette, will Captain Beekmaii
has received the Rl EF GFTS ONE WEEK
Kairlman will have expended a total f'o, some lime i
be elected for the unexpired term. appointment
EXTENSION
OX
bis
place.
I:TORIIOV
in
of
'.r,00,000
Color
hi
at
Whinthe
an
dam
he
,:, a.le
It is expected. This Is all he wants, Sergeant
all.
"III
'mi''
e
Shi Francisco, March
ex- - Vuimi by
Bufoi I has received the
the tun., the Colorado m.
i he s. v i.. il
it wh.-col aVie.-- rule
lie has been a congressman.
brevet of second
lieutenant after ''"lion cases against liuef were called
been
to
chanill
its
formei
Clles
lei emh. r lo pass a It
that
lor ii lai this morning before Ju.ine nel in the returned
twenty-si- x
yea is f service, ... . i
few months 'ihe !asU
had
II Mill AFTER METHO'Ii.. ouil.i-ir.iciiic
Dunne in the superior court ami upon is completednextwith
of
for
a
the
i;
la
out
!!.
DIST WOMWS 'OLLEGE. been retired.
iot
j.
known ihat
i..,.
ec.iio
moll. in of lleney were continued one few
Incidental t rlmniir.ys
m. ,,iu ,. ,i
thai o. list
Montgomery.
u j,),
,,r,. .so. Ala..
March
eek.
be ailde.l by Kpes 1; tn..l h a
his Cess thm w.l
are forming In this city to se- iti: EFTioN i honor or
he I'. Ull ill
V,.,
corps
(.a
of
who
associates,
session.
n
haw
cure flie location of the Methodist
The
AMIlS.SADOIl IlltVt i:. SOI THEKV STOVE M vKEILs
" ol lie fact thai
charge
tin;
of
,,
work
"I;.,.,.
Woman's college in this city. If posl'es:...
6.
sent
a
New York. M.iich
.(.,,
The Right
ADVANCE
5 Pl.it CENT
Colonel Randolph
iv i,: t this
Active work has already I.e. Hon.
sible.
file IA. hone,s to
H: v. e. ambiissai.or from
Birmingham, litlt
Ala.. March K6. A f. tune an aggreg.it- - t x .n
1. - of i : ...
gun to raise the sum of IC'i.Outi. the Great James
ihe Soatht, ill 'i h.'a.'iug
to the I'nited Slates. per cent advance in Hove prices apBritain
f
amount necessary, and to secure win be given a lcceptlon by the pears to be u certainty. At the meel- - 000, noil has been - .i: l ,.i:t under Ins m- liii; .
he .ll.ii is
direction since th- work l, nan. 1 l.e m ide :a
il- about tiny ucres or ground. The chamber of commerce in lt hall to ing of the Southern
la:
Stove Manufamoney has been pracieaity luiin-d- i Ie
- t
'Ml,
cnunccs or securing Mie college are day. Afier the inception a lunc heon
,.cl!,,,
o.,,,sh.aKjMKia'lon. held here, this .is into the Colorado m a golden
cturers'
stream has at f r led
considered excellent.
!iill be served.
one of the subjects discussed
tor wieVs ut ihate of $Vi.U"o a - ' Mil. W
-

BUILDING

A W

--

THE' MORNING

Now York, March 26. Wild excitement and extreme confusion prevailed In the atock market again today.
The action of Uie market
showed conflicting emotions of operators as between dread of disastrous
influence upon the market In the fall
ot prices yesterday and nervous apprehension of the bears lest thty
had overdone in reckless selling.
The fright of the bears overbore
the current of the market in th-course of the first hour, when some
further wide breaks to far below
yesterday's lowest were confusedly
mixed with violent advances. Different stocks in the same group moved
widely In contrary directions.
At
first, when the upward tendency was
ol early ' developed,
the fluctuations
were wide and feverish, the variations
between sales running to large frac
tions or full figures both upward and
downward.
The uneasiness of the
bears was heightened by continual
to
of
cheerfulness
the advices
day from abroad.
Confidence was
professed that the Iondon stock mar
ket settlement would be concluded
without serious casualties, although
adldtional small failures are reported
from there today.
j

COIAHIADO

RIC'IIMAN'H TOWN HAS HAD
STORM OF VIM AND SAND
Colorado Springs, March 26. Bus!
nes"s was practically suspended In the
downtown district by a terrific sand
storm today. At one time the wind

SO HE COULDN'T DECIDE

United States Treasury Added to Wjfe Broke Down But Thaw ComKesources of New York Banks
forted Her That It Was
$130,000,000.
All Right.

mb

San
Francisco, March 26. The
storm which prevailed in this state Is
moving eastward, according to the
weather bureau and is now centered
over Colorado. Clearing weather here
In likely to ensue.
The rainfall In this
city to date Is 24.7 against 16.65 for
the same time last season. The sit
uation Is greatly Improved along the
principal streams of the state. It Is
expected that all railroads will soon
be open again and In running order.

ION

AFFIDAVITS CONFLICTED

AND DOWN AT RANDOM

Increases .In Pueblo and Colorado City Are
Visited and Much Minor
ThrowIntensity-BoDamage in Latter.
ers at Work.

March 26.
It is stated upon the highest authority here that President Bonllla, of
Honduras, after his retreat to
following tho defeat of the
iirn,iurea.n-Halvadorea- n
at
forces
chnluteoa by the Nlcaraguan army.
ordered from Amapalla the surrender
of Teguiedgalpa, the capital of Hon
duras, to the victorious croops. inn
city is now in the possession of the
Nlcaraguan government Junta.

A

Composed of Three Men Who
0 Will Decide Question of
& Thaw's Present Lunacy.

STOCKS WENT WILDLY UP

AND SAND ARE

In Roumania

Ma.ii.iKua. Nicaraguu.

C

Neither Dulls Nor Bears
Seemed Certain.

ITS ELEMENTS UP THERE

PEASANT REVOLT

APPOINTED

Irregular and Confused

Capital HasBeenSurrendered. Has Centered Over Colorado
Where the Downpour of
Russian Troops Invade
Water Is Absent.
Persia to
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being, haw had their up and
down. Thnm if ancient Hgypt seem
In have had the best time.
In the
la ml of the I'hantohs Tabby was con-

EVENING CITIZEN.

mini

REMARKABLE REGENERATION

sidered the symbol of the, moon, and
worshipped
several hundred
years before Ihe time of Christ.

When You Need

DRUGS

OFAGRIMINAL DEGENERATE

A famous goddess of the Nile coun"
try was represented as a woman with
:i cat's head.
Whenever a cat died
In an Kgyptinn household the family
went into mourning and Tabby or Special 'orreKpondence.
brought In a verdict of first degree
Thomas was properly embalmed and
Detroit, Mich., March 16. A re- murder.
laid away In the vaults of the mumTaken to Jackson penitentiary, he
mies to await the resurrection of all markable case at the Ionia asylum remained
In
the same condition.
good cats.
Kgypt paid dearly for for crlminalp Insane of the change of Nothing
young
could be done with him,
man from degeneracy and
Its devotion to felines however, for a
and
flnallv
wns removed to the
manhe
Imbecility
sturdy
normal,
to
when Cambysen of Persia came that
way on a tour of ronquest he cap hood. Is attracting the attention of asylum foT criminal Insane at Ionia.
Hamberger'
mother never lost
tured the city of Peluse by having crlmlnaloglsts and alienists.
In her boy, and she Interested
In 1899 Harry Hamburger, a youth faith
each of his soldiers carry a cat In
Superintendent
Iong
his assohis arms. The Kgyptlans could not of 19, clubbed to death Chas. Reln-d- ciates. They began a nnd
sciena bicycle dealer, robbed the till tific treatment of the careful,
attack their assailants, because they
young man's
believed that one who harmed a of $20, set the body on fire and left case.
feline would lone hi ilife tin trajsl it to burn.
One, two years passed by
and
world nnd his soul In the next.
He had been employed by Reln-di'- l, there was not a sign from him. Then
When the Oreeks and Romans
suspicion fell on him. He his mother noticed a glimmering of
and
went to Kgypt they took cats back flnnlly confessed, and it turned out intelligence.
with them, and soon scattered them that he committed the murder In orwraauauy ne brlgnteneil. HIS voice
to nil parts of the world. After that der
to get the money to keep up a began
come back, in a .thin whis
their place among the gods was gone deception to his mother that he had per at to
first, but growing stronger.
forever nnd their worth recognised another Job.
The
doctors got him Interested In
g
only by their
talents.
After the murder, he went home, outdoor athletics and Boon he became
Though sacred to Diana or Grecian gave
his mother part of the $20 as stronger. Now he Is a sturdy young
mythology, the cat seems to have his alleged
week's wages, nnd went to man, who can run his hundred yards
been placdl in a dark category by bed.
in i seconds, and play a creditable
the Christians of the Middle Ages,
awaiting
trial, Hamburger game of bane ball.
While
who considered It a diabolical creacollapsed
completely.
He
next they taught him, and,
apparently
ture. In whose visible form the devil lapsed into hopeless imbecility. Dur- likeHooks
a child, he learned to become Inmight appear at will. From being ing
the trial he sat in his chair terested In little things at first, rising
associated with the gods, the cat fell doubled
up. his head touching
tus In degree of Intelligence until now
so low In human estimation that It knees,
his hands hanging limp before good literature attracts him. He
aswas regarded as the right-han- d
gave no sign of hearing plays checkers, chess and whist and
sistant of witches. When King James him. lie that
loves to discuss sports anil athletics.
was going on.
of Scotland was coining home from ,'anything
He has learned shorthand and has
Five alienists examined him carea trip over seas to Denmark a terfully,
other accomplishments.
presupposing
was
he
that
rific stmm arose, and nothing could shamming.
He is, In fart, to all appearances,
They could not arouse
convince the sailors that It was not him with needles
or lire he was a normal young man.
caused by a cat which the witches ' dumb. Inert.
There Is only one subject he will
had christened
and placed In the
Despite their report, the court pro not talk about that is his crime.
hold.
Cat
were burned alive with ceeded
Under
case
the laws of the state, his reJury
with
the
and
the
witches In those days, nnd were hangcovery complete. Hamburger should
ed as examples to malefactors.
No
be returned to J.nkson to serve out
oven was considered properly charmhis life sentence. Itut Dr. Long will
ed fur cooking In Scotland until a
In
'
ijR
not consent to that. fearing the
cat had been roasted alive In It.
harsher methods of the prison might
cause a relapse.
In France it was the custom to throw
lint the doctor says ho could be
them In the fire at the feast nt St.
given his freedom In perfect safety
John, until Louis XIII put a stop to
nnd
without the slightest danger of
tile barbarous custom.
a return to crime. His criminal tendencies have been eradicated, he de-i- a
In the time of Howell the Good,
res.
of Wales, the law derided that "the
menus ot tiie murdered man are
worth of a kitten until it shall open
lighting a pardon, however.
It's eyes is one legal pennv: from
that time until it shall kill mice,
two legal pence; after It shall kill
',
mice, four legal pence, anu so it
I Alt J
I
a
shall always remain." What a con
to
price
on
set
trast
the
her catshlp,
rulmen Zalda, Lady Decies beauti
ful Chinchilla, which was listed at
the January cat show In I,ondon at
$10,000. An old law enacted In Kng- laml In the time of the I0v.wards
made it a capital offense to kill a
cat in the domain of John Hull, and
this law was not expunged from the
statute books until the time of Sir
Robert Peel.
ll reat men had been fond of cats.
Dr. Johnson's Hodge has gone down
to fame; Chesterfield provided for his
cat in his will; Sir Walter Scott described Hunse as a "most converslble
cat;" Dumas mentions Le Docteur
most tenderly In his memories; Victor Hugo considered his Chanoyne as
a member of the family; Richelieu
loved to watch his cats at play, and
cowper, Shelley, Wordsworth, Swinburne, and Matthew Arnold, all wrote
affectionately of cats. All the world
knows how Mahomet, when called oy
the muezzin In the mosque tower,
fearing to awaken a cat that wis TWO SH l)Ii:s OF IIMtltV lIAMIlF.UGF.lt,
I'OKMKIt DKfiKXKKATK.
sleeping on his arm, cut off his sleeve
mis is a photograph
of Harry
This is a photograph
of Harry
that his pet might remain undis- Hamberger
today,
sturdy, Intelll. Hamberger taken during his trial for
turbed, and went away to prayer In gent, normal youngtheman.
murder;
the imbecile degenerate.
his mutilated garment.

Don't
always
how
think
you can get them.
cheap
Think Instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you tan always get them. We
have only one quality the
HEST ALWAYS.
.And oar
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.
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ALL ABOUT CATS
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THE It

ORIGIN

The HIGHLAND

mouse-catchin-

V
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E

Associated With Gods In An
dent Times and With
Witchcraft Latterly.

PHARMACY
Occidental

Corner

j

$10,000
$50,000

ONE WORTH

Raising of Cats Has Become
fitable in This Country
In Recent Years.

Pro-

Hy IVcilorlrk .1. lloskin.)
few weeks ago 1 happrnejl to
In nt the Madison .Square Garden In New York, while a cat allow
was In progress. As I approached a
A

lrop

group of ladies who were inspecting
a Rood looking good natured feline.
I heard one of them remark: "All
rlsht, 1 will give $100 for him.. The
businesslike young lady made a notation In her note book, and I
that this was not the first sale
h had made.- - It seemed to me that
if cats were selling for as much as
Rood horses now adays, It was a
subject that would bear looking Into.
The businesslike young liyly told
me lots of things about cats that I
had not heurd before. She said that
while cat raising In America for pro-H- i
was a comparatively new Industry,
there are now catteries In New York,
Maasachussetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Maine, Illinois,
District of Columbia, Michigan, Ohio,
Indiana and California.
There Is
one establishment in Los Angeles
which nets its owner 13.000 a year.
!at shows are held annually in New
York, Iioston, Rochester Cleveland,
Chicago. Detroit and Torento, with
from 200 to 300 entries of fine specimens at each exhibition.
The rarest kind of cats raised In
the United States are the Manx, the
Persian, the Siamese, and the Mexican, though plain, everyday tommies
and tabbies are raised and shipped
by the carloa.d to California and New
Guinea, were rats are plentiful and
cats are few. The price of the best
specimens ranges from JaO to $150,
white kittens of
for house
pets can be had for less. The owner
of one fine American cat called King
Humbert refused $1,000 for him, and
a record offer of ten times as much
has been made for a prize winner In
Kn gland.
The aristocrats of the cat world
are the Persians, which come from
the cold table lunds of Central Asia,
and from the mountain region of
Turkey.
In Turkey they are called
Angoras, and in Persia, Persians.
The first were brought to the Atlantic seaboard of America by sailors
who had touched at eastern ports,
aa a breed they have .degenerated
on thta side ot the water. In the
cooler of Turkey one can buy a cat
for fifty cents or a dollar, which
would, sell in the United States for
from fifty to a hundred dollars, and
the cost of its passage is five dollars
extra.
The cat fancy In this country was
vtarted oome thirty years ago when
Mrs. Locke, of Chicago, began to
Import, breed and sell
d
cats, using the income for private
charities. Long-haire- d
cats are divided into classes according to their
color, the most popular of these
(teeming to be the light silvers una
blue-eye- d
whites. The original color
of the cat is black and showing a
white nose, chin, und breast. This
quite probable, as it Is difficult to breed cats without a brownish touch appearing In their color.
One of the best cats ever shown at
the New York show was a solid
orange. The department of agriculture recognize two kinds of tats,
d
and short-hairethe
former being the ones Imported from
Turkey and Persia, and their descendants, and the latter, or shurl-haire- d
variety, being the domestic,
Manx, Siamese. Itussian etc.
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Mark Twain's cats, Sin and Satan,
are known to his intimate friends,
and to most of his readers. The
cat at the white house, Slippers
by name,
had enough paragraphs
printed about her to turn almost any
feminine1
head. Peter, the widely-travele- d
cut, owned by
Maltese
the Japanese ambassudor In Washington, Is the envy of all catdom
a he rides about in a carriage with
l
his master, or takes long trips
or sea. The Savannah Steamship company has a big yellow cat
known as Blondle, who chooses any
one of tho vessels that may suit his
fancy, going sometimes to New York
and again to ISoston. As good luck
Is supposed to attend his coming, he
is possibly the most welcome pas
senger carried. Jenny, the mascot of
the White Star liner Majestic, board
ed that ship In New York some years
ago, anu nas crossed the ocean so
many times that she is now con
sidered the most widely-travelcut
in the world.
We do It right. HOtOH DRV. Im- perlul Laundry C.
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who were identified with
the great religious crusade to the
Holy Land that marks one of the
most noted epochs In ancient history.
This week Is commemorative of the
trials and sufferings of the Redeemer,
and among many Christians, especially the Catholics and high church
Episcopalians, it will be an occasion
of fasting, a number abstaining from
eating any kind of meat. Next Friday Is (lood Friday, consecrated by
the crucifixion of our Lord.
Then
follows the day In which He laid In
the tomb and then comes the glorious
resurrection on Easter morning.
Following Kaster will occur a number of entertainments and dances,
which are postponed until after th
I,enten season.

Tliis is Passion week, a period observed throughout Christendom as an
occasion of prayer and fasting.
It
is a week of preparation for Kaster
commemorating the resurrection of
our Lord.
Klaborate preparations
are being made in ull the city
churches for a duo observance of KaB-te- r,
and many of them will be handsomely ilecorated with Mowers. Spe"Generally debilitated
for years.
cial music will also be prepared, and Had sick headaches, lacked ambition,
the musical programs will be, as is was worn-ou- t
k
and ull run down.
customary, the most extensive renderlilood flitters made me a well
ed at uny one time in tho Christian woman." Mrs. Chas. Kreltoy, Moo-sucalendar.
Kaster is u day also spe- Conn.

ed

riione, Black

Colo

30.
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Wold

lining

(cold Crowns

Pulnlcss Extracting

all

$1.50 up
$0
50c

;c.n- -

AvortK AnsoLrmELY
AN TEED.

n. F. COPP,
ROOM

12,

N. T. ARMUO

KELLY MINE

BLDG.

PRODUCED

MORE ZINC THAN

25

JOPLINJINES
And Is Only Excelled by Fa

mous New Jersey Zinc
Company Mine.

Advices received from Kl I'aso,
lex., are to the effect that strikes on
the sixth level In the Paschal shaft of
the
show twelve .feet of
ore averaging 175 a ton.
All upper
levels are driving on fifty-fooro.
' nine to twenty-fiv- e
feet In thickness.
I'rof. Woolsey McA. Johnson, who has
ueen lecturing at Harvard university,
states in a report recently made by
him that more zinc was produced
from the Kelly mine, located in Socorro county, N. M., und owned by
the
Smelting & Development company, whose offices are at
No. 43 Kxchange place. New York,
during the year 1906, than was produced by any twenty-fiv- e
mines in the
famous Joplin district, and more than
any slnglo mine In the United States,
except that of the New Jersey Zinc
company, located at Franklin, Sussex
county.
I'rof. Johnson made thii
statement In his report, after a thorough and extensive metallurgical examination of the Magdalena mountains, in which region the Kelly mine
Is located.
His examination extended
over a period of six months.
With
the completion of Its new plant, it Is
predicted by those in a position to
give an opinion on the subject, that
the Kelly mine will take first rank
as the largest producing zinc mine In
the country. New York World of
March 3.
ot
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The richest cat in the world

is

"lllackie." who lives in Wllkesbarre,
a in a two story, twelve-room

house all bis own. The late llenja-ml- n
F. Dilley left his house
and
M,600 to his "two lest friends, the
cats JJluckie and Pinkie." Shortly
afterward Pinkie died, and then
Itlackio came into the wnule fortune. Ho has a woman attendant to
wait on him all the time, has a
d
basket to oleep in. soft couches
aad chairs scattered about to meet
his lary demands for more rest, and
a diet of Hbrimpg. Italian chestnuts,
cream, anything else thai the taste
of a pampered
cat might require,
lie is old now, quite sixteen, hut despite this his duly mail in still large.
There are scores of people who write
letters giving udvlee ubout new foods,
new amusements,
und new recreations for his catship. There are two
fortunate cats in Los Angeles who
Jive In u hotel Willi Unit- mistress
and have a special maid to wail upon
them.
fur-Ime-

-

Cat have li.it been without dlMiuc-liol- i
in the affairs or nations.
More
than once pussy has saved a vessel
lor lis owner because, under the murine laws of Kugliind, no vessel that
has been abandoned al sea can be
a derelict, and so forfeited
to the admiralty, the tinder, or le
itowii, so long as there is a living
iliing on iiiianl. As cats have In m
instances
found to
the
only living thing on board abandoned vessels, they have thus
the
property of the owner from condemnation The ownership of the iiiitlsh
balk. M I'leniipe, which was ubundou-e- d
ilT the coast of Oregon in January, is to lie tested by tliis law. If
cats buve saved ships for Undr own-el be
captain
of
the Melcnupe
thinks the two puppies lie lefl aboard
Ihc Kiipposedly sinking vessel will establish Ins tight to iter, and so keep
tiie Northern, who towed her in, from
Halloing balk and cargo valued al
'.

I'ALMKIl AM) MXLIVAX
WILL HATTLK 1XH HONORS.
Los Angeles, Calif., March 2S.
Jack Palmer, the English heavyweight, who came to this country a
few weeks ago seeking a chance with
any of our heavyweights, will have
a chance tonight to demonstrate his
progress, us he will meet Jack (Twin)
Sullivan, the Cambridge
for twenty rounds, before the
Pacific Athletic club of this city.
Sullivan will surely bring out nil the
good there Is In the Knglish boxer,
and If Palmer Is there he can get all
the bouts he wants with such men as
Tommy Hums, Mike Schreck, Marvin Hart, and others.
Both Palmer
and Sullivan have been training hard
for the contest.
The match is in
great favor on the coast.

OF

Personal Knowledgj

Personal knowledge is the winninn (actor in the culminahmr rnntexM nf
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

The Well Informed of the World.
A vast fund of personal knowledae is reallv essential to the achievement
highest excellence in any field of human effort.

.J

ik-

A

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value tnd in questions of life and health

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known ComnonMi
Parts and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the

world, who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual u- - that it t
fir.i
and best of family laxative, for which no extravagant or unreasonable claims are ma
Ifus valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
under the name of Syrup of Figs
and has attained to worldwide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its pure
laxative pnncipies, ouiaineci from Senna, are well know n to plivsu'ians
and the U ell Informed of the world to be the lest vs e have
adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna
as more fullv dcscrintive of the remr.lv
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs
name of
and to get its beneficial
effects, always note, when purchasuig the full
name of the Company- - California Fig Syrup
printed on the front of evcrv nacLaue.
Co.
whether you call for
Syrup of Figs
or by the full name
Syrup of
rigs and Llixir ol Senna.

-

All medicul authorities

thai cats, like hu

BLOOD

are agreed

vidual is strong and healthy, if the
blood Ik Impure or diseased then there
is sickness or decay in the whole system.

WANTED.
WANTKD
A dining room jirl ut Columbus hotel.
WANTKD
Messenger boys,
West
ern Union Telegraph office.
WANTKD
At once, one short order
cook.
Apply to P. W. Yunker.
Socorro, N. M.
WANTED More work for a first
class hand laundry. Lace curtains a
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed
us west Tijeras avenue. (Colored.)
WANTED Cllrl for general house
work. 112 North Walter street.
FOR KRNT Four-roohouse. Ill
South Edith street.
Call 62S North

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

MONEY to LOAN
On

m

a4

MONEY

i
V.I

TO

.

LOAN

PORTERFIELD

m

ne

6-- 8,

nnv

f

I'll i:i .ill ; iTitNrrriii.'!
CKSSOKS

m

TO J. I). KMMONS.

'cm.

F. W. SDeneer. Rnnmi it. At
nett building, Albuquerque, N.
Both phones.

.- -.
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o

M.
Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
Chamberlain's Poln Ttalm .oiiu
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
NOTARY PUBLIC.
and rest oosslble. which i atr.no
WOrth mflnv times Ifa nnet
n c
Tlios. K. D. Maddison.
CrOCker. ESCI.. now R4 veara nf a era
Office With W. R. Chllrior
117
and for twenty years Justice of the
West
Gold
avenue.
ijcucb ui jwariinsourg, lowa, says:
"I am terrihlv afllictorl with ui,h. HAIR DRESSER AJTD
CUIROI'O.
rheumatism
in my left arm and
right hln. I have used IVirna hm.
ties of Chamberlain's Pain ilalm and
Mrs. Bambini, at her narlnm Vn
u am me lots of good." For sale
209 West Railroad avenue. Is pre
by all druggists.
pared to give thorough scalp treato
DRINK
iiv-- ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
EUAL WATER AM) KEEP WELIi. bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
rwii
I.KOt'KKS AND gives massage treatm ent find muni.
DRUGGISTS. in
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
o
tion or complexion cream builds up
MllioilS? Keel hs:,vv utlar- ,li.,-- T
and Improves the complex-Ion- ,,
Tongue coated? Hitter taste? Com the skin
and is guaranteed not tn ha in.
plexion sallow? Liver needs waklne Jurlous.
she also prepares a hair
euro IiHIs,,,,, ..
Ul. Doan's
tonic that cures and prevents dan- tacks. 25 cents at any drug store.
arurr ana hair railing out; restore
life to dead hair: remove
mnt.a
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
warts and superfluous hnlr. iim
face powder, a freckle cure and plni- pie cure ana pile cure. All of these
LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
preparations are purely vegetabla
TRANSFER STABLES.
compounds. Have Just added a viHorses and Mules Bought and Ex- brator machine for treatment ot
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles, it
changed,
is also used for rheumatlcm. pain
BEST TOURNOUTS TV
(Pitt and massage.
Second Street, between Railroad and
o
Copper Avenue.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMf.uinc
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
STORE.

TE'S nmuntii
-

Kpc-nlet-

thr

Thos. F. Keleher

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Fire Year.

Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Feb. 28, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Vicente
Herrera, of Chilill, N. M.,
has
filed
u - 11
notice of his- -Intention tn inline
la I
- eur prooi in
support Of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No
v, muue uecemuer
31, 1901
the the SK'i SVi and lot 5, Sec
and NE Vi NWVi
and lots 1 and
.Sec. 7. Tnwnshln- u w n.,
iiango tI K.
and that said proof will be
made
ore ii. . . utero. U. S. Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N M
April 6, 19".
He names the folloing witnei,.- to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia. I.us Martin,
Itel and Ignaclo Herrera. all of
i Inlili.
X. M.

408 Wttt Railroad

Avbu

Elks' Opera House
Monday and Tuesday

Rheumatism is strictly a blood disease. It is caused by excessive uric
acid.
Sores, pimples, etc., mean bad
blood.
Catarrhal affections must be
treated through the blood to get permanent results. To get well, to feel
MANUEL It. UTERO
strong, hearty and vigorous one must
Register,
ih-iwill be i regular meeting of
have good clean blood und lots of it.
Vou can't clean the blood thoroughly
unless the kidneys are ma.e active.
E. E. BURLINUAME & CO.,
Had blood means clogged, inactive
kidneys and liver which causes, too.
ASSAY OFFICE nd
such symptoms us backache, nervousness, bladder und urinary difficulties
.i
w
I'atahliailietH
:.
...... i... v.iui.mi,ioi,
io.z oampir
iy mini
t
and other sympathetic troubles.
eiprrs will receive
prompt and careftii .ittration
He is Coming
Here is a simple home remedy and
Bold & Silver Bullion "0na
the prescription for making it up Is
as follows:
loncenirauoo lesis 100 Ihi. or car load loll
Be Prepared For Him
Fluid Kxtr.ict Dandelion une-ha1736-173- 8
Lawrence St.. tlcnter, Colo.
ounce. Compound Kargon one ounce.
Compound Syrup Sarsuparilla
three
minces.
Shako well ill a bottle and
lake in teaspooiiful doses ufter each
meal ami again ut bedtime. The Ingredients can be obtained at any good
Scats nil
.,Ie
M;t.,on'
prescription pharmacy ut small cost.
Mile),
slur.' Silt 111 ill
Here the readers of this paper have
a simple yet powerful and effective
remedy for all forms of blood, kidney
and bladder diseases which should relieve rheumatism nnd catarrhal affecTo
Railroad Tickets
Tin1 Hall
tions und replace that weak, worn-ollaiim t'liiiiiuiiti iin boughtallandpoints
sold.
.Moore's Ticket
Indifferent feeling with strength, vigor liiitli-ilasa ml is the
entertainer,
Ix'- -l
Oflico, 111 West Railroad iv,nit.-and health.
lie re
foliinail lllHI will aniH-llThis prescription is considered a IliU "M ax hi.
line system renovator and being made
of vegetable ex nuts only is harmless
nil nu mber of Anicm.,;, Tl.
and anyone can mix it at home. Try
ket r.rokers' Association in
this anyway before Investing in the
M
Correspondence
secret unknown coni oi tuns of the
Prices
50c, 75c, $1.00 solicited.
lUiteiit medicine manufacturer.
Au-icl- iu

Hans Hanson

V

LOANS.

Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $lt
and aa high as $200. Loan
are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to
froae alt
l nirti
parts of the world.
WANTED Young man just come to
j
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
iown, woum use to engage In some
Sit West Railroad Ave.
kind or business; has tlBO to In
'
'
PRIVATE OFFICES.
vest.
Address H. L., care Citl- jten.
Open Evenings.
WANTED Two white waitresses $30
per month, board and room. A
good Iron moulder. Also teamsters
and lumber pliers. Good wages.
foimirn s employment Agency.
WANTED
Gentleman- second
hand clothing. No. 61B South First
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
We have about $3,000 lo loan In
dress and will call. R, J. Sweeney,
proprietor
sunn? o; $1,00 or loss on real entitle
seetiilij n S icr cent. Sc. ua.
tUH KENT.
Foil KENT Furnished rooms and
tents. 413 South Rrondway.
fl)K KENT Nice
brick In
highlands, $17, including water.
Lloyd Hunsnker, 205 W. (Jold.
MK KENT Five-roomodern
CO.
brick cottage, first class condition.
i.ioyq Hunsaker, 205 W. Gold.
216
West
Gold Are.
y
FOK KENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West Tl PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
jeraw avenue
Fl lit It KNT Knlir.riu.in
,lu,oll!o.
goon conuuion. fib. Including city
w aier,
LAWYERS.
water. Lloyd Hunsaker,
205
W.
Gold.
Irn M. Bond.
AT t.aw
c o.
Foil KENT Nicely furnished rooms N. ATTORNEY
W..
Washington,
per
D. C.
i.uu
week and up; also nice
Pensions,
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00 land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
per week nnd up, furnished with letter patents, trade
marks, claims.
stove and cooking utensils
and
It v It i?- -.
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
ATTORNEY AT LAW 41K
624 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
que, N. M.
First Natlonul
Bank building.
l'OK S.YLl
E. W. Dobson.
I" OK SALE A good blg'cio'w, will" be
ATTORNEY
AT t.ato
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
run fciALKgoouAt a sacrifice, type Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
D EN TIST8.
as new; must be sold
writer;
for cash only.
Address Hardup,
care Citizen office.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Foil SALE At the "Variety" vou
will find line home made bread, 6c
Rooms 2 and ft. --TlQTnatl
K,il!.ll
'
uuiiuiui,
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked OVer- O'RIpllv'a
- lima
it. byni
beans, soup and other good things No. 744. Appointments
made
mall.
strictly home made. Phone 710.
Edmund J. A leer n ii u
.Mrs, uowns. SQg South Arno St.
No.
306
Railroad
nvAmtA
'Oil
SALE The Clauiia li Irani hours, 9 a.
m., to 12:30 p. m.; l:3e
property on Mountain road, first p.
m.
p.
6
to
m.
Both phones. Aphouse west of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises pointments made by mall.
or at 300 North Proadway.
W. M. KliRTtinaitr
r
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
FOUi.D.
ucciuentai Lire Building. Tele-phoFOUND Eastern Star nin.
Owner
886. Albuquerque. N. M.
may have same by calling at this
ofllce and paylng for this notice.
DR. II. I,. niTsiT
Office,
N. T. Arniljo BMg.
For catarrh, let me send vnn fre
Tuberculosis treated vIO, uit.
Just to prove merit, a trial size box Frequency
Electrical
Current
or. or. bUOOD S Cough Remedy. It la
and
ireatments given each
a snow white, creamy, healing anti ueruuciue.
day
8 a. m. to 4 n. m
from
Train.
septic oaim mat gives Instant relief nurse
In attendance.
Both phones.
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
(UNDERTAKER.
Make the free test and see. Address
Dr. Shoon. Racine. Wis. I.n rFA Inn
Auto, phone S16.
Colo., Red lit
50 cents. Sold by all druggists.
A. BORDERS.
o
Club building.
Black
SKK orn
in- - Commercial
r:n.rtnTe
or White hearse, $g.
I'OltK IM'YINlir WW.
V pipacei
VOU IN' OIIAUTV A'n !!?! I.' mi.
ARCHITECTS

March 25 and 26
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THE

that the blood is the great source of
disease or of health in the human system. If the blood is pure, the Indi-

(

imt.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

JAP-A-LA-

Ix-e-

fsG.UIHt.

SPLENDID PRESCRIPTION
TO CLEAN

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met ith the annroval of the most eminent i.livi,-insives universal satisfaction, because it i a remlv i
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weather Is rold nnd raw, a pedestrian
in Cedar street, near ttroadway. will
notice a representative gathering of
this organisation in a little alley that
runs between the anno of the Equitable Mfe Insurance building and the
magnificent building which la tne
homo of the New York Clearing
House and the Chase Nntlonal Hank.
This is a sheltered alley and running along it are open gratings from
which come heat from the boiler-room- s
of the Kqultable building. The
members of the club who gather here
dally are not tramps or hoboes, but
are men who work for their living.
They are the "sandwich men" who
march up and down Hroadway during the dreary hours of the day carrying
their shoulders signs adverMcClellan's Add ress at PrI nee-to- tising oneverything
from the latest In
sawdust breakfast foods to clothing.
PoMuch
Up
Stirs
These fellows, most of whom are
old men and all of whom have seen
litical Gossip.
better days, earn a meager dollar a
day each for their work and sleep
in the dcarelict lodging houses of the
Bowery. From time to time during
the day these men will leave the
NEW YORK'S CONTRAST
beaten path, go Into the alley, lay
aside their signs for a few moments
ami stand or sit on the gratings to
OF POVERTY AND RICHES get warm. They have a restnurant
at this club. too. It is not a pretentious restaurant, but it serves. It
is presided over by an unkempt perwho wears an apron that is said
All Night Police Courts Prevent son
once to have been white. He serves
and sanrkraut from a
frankfurtors
Willful Arrests and Profesportalde stand he carries with him.
Some times to this Is added the luxsional Bondsmen.
ury of cheap candy which another
vender dispenses.
It Is a sad aggregation of humanspecial CorrcBponUPHfv.
ity that Is to be found nt this meetMcMuyor
26.
ing
New York, March
place daily anil the "members of
Clellan stirred up n lot of Interest- the club" are In striking contrast
ing political Kowsip by the "master-tu- l to the evidences of great wealth surinactivity" lecture which ho de- rounding them.
livered at 1'rlnceton university a few
clays hko. No one in New York poliAmcriiMH .lockcys In Kiii'oim-- .
tical life questions the authority of
The time has arrived for another
th mayor on sjuvh a subject as he American invasion of liurope. Sevl.as been a strict follower of the eral of the leading American Jockeys
doctrine of "masterful inactivity" are either on their way or about to
ev-since he put his own college start for the other side to ride on
lay
behind him and secured the tlie English, French. German and
public offices Austrian race tracks during the presitrst of the various
whlt'h have provided him with living ent year. There Is even more than
expenses ever since.
the usual demand for American JockIn his lecture the mayor took many eys on the other side at this time.
11 riip at persons
whom he characterDanny Maher, who already has
ed :i "opportunists"
in politic
six years of success In EngVet MoClellan himself was willing land, Is to ride there again this year
for many years, not only to prolU for Lord Derby and Lord Stanley.
by political opportunities and acci- I.uclau l.yne will make his second
dents, but to permit Charles F. Mur- appearance In England this year, rld- phy, leader of Tammany Hall, to Ing for Lord Carnaryon. Fred Taral
hunt out the opportunities for him. already has gone abroad to put In anFinally, after Murphy, by long years other season in Austria, where he
of hard work and political manipuwill continue in the colors of Karon
lation, had landed
McClellan as Oustave Springer and Herr Nicolas
mayor of New York for the second Szemere. Haral has been n Jockey
lime nn the Tammny ticket, McClel- now continuously
for more than
lau no longer had uny use for "the twenty-fiv- e
years and has a son who
h;me steps by which he did ascend" also is a Jockey.
The latter accomand transferred his allegiance to an- panied his father abroad and will do
other political manager.
much of the lightweight riding this
Persons now are wondering if the yeur for the same stables thai have
'nuuUerful Inactivity" that McClel-la- n engaged the father.
spoke about at Princeton referred
other American Jockeys who have
to the manner in which McClellan, been engaged to ride in Austria this
during his first term, permitted Mur- year are Skeets Martin, for liar on
phy and his friends to enjoy dock Hothschlld; Harry Illrkenruth. for
leases and other public properties at Herr Mautner; Adams, for Ilaron
ridiculously low rentals to the city. Horn, and Miles, for the Egyedi
They also wonder if McClellan was ISrothers. Tommy Hums will ride in
not a political opportunist
himself Germany this year for the kaiser,
when, after he broke with Murphy who races in the name of the Graditz
and started to set up a political ma- stables. Willie Shaw also will ride
chine of his own, he suddenly dls-- c In Germany, as will Harry Lewis.
live red that these dock leases were
The French turf will have a large
at exceedingly low rentals and pro- - representation,
including
Hansch,
many
to
as
as
cancel
of them
Cormack, Nash Turner. Milton Henry,
ecdd
possible.
Harry Spencer, and Shields.
Incldently it may be remarked that
thf politician to whose guidance McAll Nliflit Police Court.
Clellan turned after his break with
Now that the city has all night
Murphy Is one of the cheapest poli- banks, all night restaurants and vatical grafters that ever hit New York rious other features of life doing
City.
Hence the woeful lack of re- cotnlnuous business, It has to have all
spect that McClellan is able to com- night police courts.
mand from the public at the presAction in favor of this move has
ent time.
Just been taken by the board of city
It is almost needless to add that magistrates, which has asked the
.McClellan's action
fighting, at legislature to amend
in
to
every possible point all efforts to permit the appointmenttleof charter
two addihave any recount in the vote of the tional magistrates so that some of
mayoralty election of 1905 has not the courts can be open during the
added to his popularity.
Press and entire twenty-fou- r
hours of each day.
public alike in the metropolis believe
The great object to be attained by
i hat
McClellan himself should Invite an all night police court is the wipa recount which would show concluing out of the professional bondssively for all time whether McClellan men. For years these professional
or Hearst was elected mayor of the bondsmen have worked In league
city.
with the police and have, for charges
McClellan lost the great opportunranging from $5 up to any amount
ity of his life right after the election they could Impose upon their vicof 1806 by not coming out boldly tims, furnished police station ball of
and declaring himself in favor of a a more or less doubtful quality for
recount. Had he taken such a stand men and women who have ueen arhe would have sacrificed none of his rested late at night on various minor
legal rights and he would have ap- charges.
peared before the public as a man
nine and time again It has been
unwilling to take an office to which shown
that the police have arrested
the slightest taint of fraud might be Inoffensive people for the mere purpose
attached.
of letting the professional
A recount either would have susbondsmen reap a harvest, other Intained McClellan and deprived Hearst stances have been quoted of outrageof political ammunition,
or else It ously false arrests. Hy holding night
would have shown Hearst elected and court it will be possible to arraign
would have made McClellan some- persons without delay ho that, in case
thing very near to a political idol. of false arrest, a person will not be
In the latter event McClellan and not confined In a cell unnecessarily.
ProHearst would have been his party's fessional bondsmen then will have
candidate in tne governorship elec- to go out of business.
tion of 1906 and probably would have
been elected, as Hearst was the only
Ilig 1UU lU turns to Politics.
man on the democratic state ticket
The
of William S. Devery
ho was defeated.
Into local politics brings back a picturesque figure who is bound to make
things interesting during the summer
Poun ami Out Club.
lnl you ever hear of the "Down and early fall.
and Out Club?"
Devery. commonly known as "Rig
Its headquarters
have been discovered right here in Dill," intends to do his best to land
New York and it Is not a fanciful his lieutenant, Peter J. Garvey, as the
organization either.
Tammany leader of the seventh asNaturally enough the headquarters sembly district. The former chief of
of this organization are located right police hits buckled on nil of his fightin the heart of the financial district ing armor and Is spending his money
This is essentially a city of contrasts. right and left to punish the leading
On ariy afternoon, especially If the spirits in Tammany Hall for keeping
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FAGK TURKS.

IF LITTLE HORACE MARVIN WASN'T KIDNAPED, WHATiTHEN

Our Prices
are right
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Del., .March 26. An underof sinister
foreboding con-

current
cerning the fate of Horace Marvin,
Jr., the
hoy missing since
March 4, Is beginning to appear.
Kidnapping clews have vanished into
disappointment.
The last one went
when a search of the Gipsy camp
was fruitless.
If the boy was not kidnapped, what
then? The dread possibilities blanch
the faces of the anxious inquirers.
There Is something almost uncanny
in
the overwhelming mystery. It
makes one remember the days When
dragons and such were an easy solution of like problems.
Can you imagine the golden-haire- d
him out of the executive committee
to which he was elected five years
ago.
In making Garvey his standard-bearer
this time. Devery seeks to
get around the action of the executive committee
against permitting
him personally to occupy a seat in

that

body.

IS Till-- F.VTK OK LITTLE HOI t.vt i: MAKVIN?
little lad fleeing away In the delight Pathetic appeals to "papa" who did
of unexpected freedom in his coun- not come. The grim shadows contry home? His path leads to some juring up terrors to the baby mind.
obscure pool. The baby steps start A convenient haystack, offering refover the treacherous Ice. Then comes uge from the darkness and the cold.
d
the fatal rending of the frozen sheet, A worn out,
boy sinking
the pitiful wall for help that no one to sleep. The silent cold freezing out
hears. The air bubbles come up the tender life.
from the slimy bottom, marking the
Is there some forgotten well in the
spot where the little one's soul has vicinity that was a death trap to the
lied.
People here are wondering if little one? Can he have fallen Into
spring will reveal the poor MtUc one thought too far away for the
body in some hidden pout.
little legs to carry him?
What terrible secret may some
These are some of the fears of an
overlooked haystack
hide? In- his anxious community.
quest to see the world did tiie boy
The father Is almost ready to dewander until the tired
refused spair.
He Tears the boy Is dead,
to carry hlin farther? Then what? even If he were kidnapped.
'

fair-haire-

I
'

-

!

opened with Christine Nilsson and
Sembrlch as the great attractions.
Abbey, Schooffel A Grau were the
managers.
The war was fought as
bitterly as that now being waged between Helnrlch Conreld and Oscar
Hammersteln, but the city was not
bg enough
for the strife and the
losses were tremendous.
Grau Introduced the De Ueszkes.
Eames, Poneon, Melba, and Calve to
the American public.
EDWARD STA ATS I.I'THKl:

When the chowder season arrives
and midsummer politics reaches its
height. Devery and his friends can bo
counted on to promote more Interesting political news than can be
found In all the other assembly districts in greater New York, where
Does coffee
disagree with you?
leadership fight will he made this Probably
try Dr.
Then
it does!
year.
Shnnp's Health Coffee. "Health Coffee" is a clever combination of parchPeculiar Action of
cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
For several weeks the legal fra- ed
coffee, remember, In Dr. Shoop'g
ternity in New York has been treated real
yet Its flavor and taste
to the spectacle of an elected Judge Health Coffee,
closely old Java and Mocha
who has failed to take his place on n:ntches
your
"offec.
stomach, heart, or
If
the bench for fear of losing his Job. k'dneys
can't stand coffee drinking,
He Is Francis S. McAvoy, who some ty Health
Coffee.
It is wholesome,
weeks ago was elected recorder by nourishing nntl satisfying.
It's nice
the board of aldermen, to nil a va- eve
ii for the youngest child.
Sold by
cancy.
C. X. lirlncham.
Since his election he has made no
o
attempt to qualify, because he and
TIIE I.EGiiETT & PLA IT 8PIUNG
his Tammany political managers fear I1KST
OX KAU'fll, OXLY W. GUARthat such an act on his part would ANTEED
TEX YEA. IIS. EUTRELIJ2
further the passage of a bill in the ITKMTUKK
CO.. fcOLiU AGENTS.
legislature to abolish the office of recorder in this county. The bill was
"Prevention"
will promptly check a
Introduced right after the scandal
in the board of aldermen over the cold or the Grippe when taken early
rccordershlp election. Several alder- or at the "sneeze stage." Preventlcs
men are under Indictment now us the cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
result of the scandal.
Shoop, Uaclue, Wis., will gladly
While his friends represent
that
on
McAvoy is "sick," it Is a matter of mall you samples anil a hook
common knowledge hat he does not colds free, If you will write him. The
prove
samples
their merit. Check
intend to take his seat until some
time in May when the legislature bus early colds with Preventlcs and stop
pneumonia. Sold in 5c and 2fc boxadjourned for the session.
es by all druggists.
Calve Coming Hack.
F. K. Ennls, of YVInslow,
Oscar Hammersteln
has scored andConductor
Miss Middle Nelson, of Gallup,
again in the operatic battle that
is
being waged between his Manhattan were married at the latter place last
opera house and the old Metropoli- week and have gone to Wlnslow to
tan opera house, which is under the live.
direction of Helnrlch Conreld.
Tetter, Salt Rhciiin and
Hammersteln has succeeded in seThese are diseases for which
curing Mme. Emma Calve for sevSalve
Is especially
eral performances during the remain- Chamberlain's
der of the present season. The diva valuable. It quickly allays the Itchalready has sailed on the steamer La ing and smarting and soon effects a
Provence from the other aide and cure. Price, 2i rents. For sale by
will be heard here on the evening of all druggists.
o
March 27 in Carmen. This will be
Calve' first appearance In opera in
"There are only two kinds of men
New York in three years and will he really worth while having around the
a decided treat to the music-lovin- g
house," remarke.d the widow.
public.
"Oh, do tell us what they are!"
shrieked half a dozen girls.
lKlh of MiisIikI Muiiugcr.
"Either a poor man who can do
The death of Maurice Grau in carpenter work or a millionaire who
Paris brings freshly to mind in New will employ tt carpenter
by the
York the last of the first grand opera year."
wars that th)s city ever witnessed. It
was during the winter of 1883 to 1884
Farmers.
mechanics. railroaders,
when Colonel Mapleson managed the laborers
rely on Dr. Thomas' Electric
old Academy of Music, with Pattl II. Takes the sting
out of cuts, burns
and Gemler as his stars.
or bruises at once. Pain cannot stay
The Metropolitan opera house was
nei e ll is useu.
Ilit-unlt'i-- .
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QUAKER CITY
DON PURPLE
"

GILT
Philadelphia, March 26. Not since
the great centennial exposition in
1876 have the business men of Philadelphia made such elaborate preparations for decorating their establishments as are now under way for
the convention and reunion of the
Elks, which is to be held hero during
the week beginning July 16th next.
Not only will the merchants and
thousands of people In the principal
residential sections aid In beautifying
the city for that occasion, but the authorities, It Is expected, will take official cognizance of the convention
and expend thousands of dollars Hi
decorating and illuminating the "Public lluildings"
the largest and costliest municipal structure In the world.
The
display on this one
building will be worth traveling miles
to see.
In addition the committee
is planning for numerous novel effects
In the matter of evening and daylight
decorations, and the court of honor
which will be erected for a distance
of almost half a mile on Broad street
promises to be the most magnificent
piece of artistic work ever attempted
on a public highway.
elts-trii-a- l

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
c

1

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

Rheumatism
I hTO found a triad and tmted cura for
Not a rommly that will straighten the
distorts limb of chronic eripplm, nor lam borif
Rhu-Biatts-

growths hack to (loan aritln. That ii Inipoulbl.
Bat I can now sural kill the paliis suci pane of
Will doplormbl
disrate.

j

In (iermanr with a Chemlit In the City of
Darmstadt
I found the last luiredient wlU.
which Dr. Shoop s Khemaatlc Rxmedy was mad
perfected, dependable prescription.
Without
that last lnrmdlent, I successfully treated many.
Kan j cases of Kheumatlsm ; but now, at last, it uniformly cum all curablt) raso of thil bxretofor
snuch drvaded disease. Those sand-lik- e
granular
wastes, found In Rheumatic Mood, smm todlssolra
and pas away under the action of this ramedr as
freely as does susar wlwn addd to pure water.
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous wastes
Irmly pas from Ihs system, and the cause of
Rheumatism Is gone forever. There is now no
tea) need no actual excuse to snfler longer without help. We sell, and In confidence recomssend

Dr. Stoop's

Rheumatic Remedy

STRAIGHT BANKING
That's All

State National Bank

--

ALBUQUERQUE

vP

ALL DRUGGISTS'

M.aawawawai

Marconi! Wireless

.

M ESS AGES

elesraoini

accepted by the WESTERN UNION and POSTAL TELEGRAPH COMPANIES, at Albuquerque offices
for transmission to outgoing and incoming steamers equipped, rates given upon application at above offices
will be

ThemCi?proPhYnh0,i.l1 kI0? exhibition a full size set of instruments capable of transmitting messages 500
y
LnepuDiic, sucn as senaing signals, ringing bells, blowing
" .
r
fno hnrn liih Tnrr L l.f
''
Cl J J ClI UGS , ctll Ul WUIUM
Will De TU V eX
a' OU oc'"a-""-"plained and operated Free of Charge Ttonight, also
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings, 8:15.
i
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Colombo Hall, North Second Street
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varty to which he may attract the fag-endder organizations rcpublltjin. democratic,
populist and union labor in that way hoping to at
Published Pally and Wfkl.
The project. If that
leant hold the "balance of power.
really It, is an ambitious one and has some possibe
Company
By The Citizen Publishing
bilities In the north and west where his newspapers ara
widely red and have more or les influence with the
w. t. MccitEitiirr,
W. K STIUCRLKlt,
elements lie expects to control. In other words, as the
Manager.
Business
President
founder of the cult himself declared, Uearstlam "has
tiow reached the point In power and numbers where it
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
can stand alone and advance its principles independentThe catalogue of the nlverlty of New Mexico for ly of any other party or organization."
1906-0- 7
year
ha Just been Issued from The Cltiien
the
I'uhllshtng eompany' Job oltice. It Is a pamphlet of
111 page, eieluslve of cover, and the mechanical work
SERVICE PENSION MAKES BIG
?
Is very crUUn.ble to the office of ismie.
though
Important,
quite
IN
Is
INCREASE
APPROPRIATIONS
The prefatory address
insisting of but fifteen line", and It would be well
ooukt this address find wide circulation throughout the
country. It Jts forth the fact that many young men
Seventeen thousand a day Is the rate at present
and women in other sections of this nation, whose 111; which applications and letters seeking Information relahealth prevents them from pursuing their colleg-- tive to the new service pension law are being received
at the pension bureau. Since the law became effective
tmliea. can here recover health and secure a collegiate education at one and the same time, the climatic February C, it Is estimated that more 109.000 comconditions bring most healthful, and the cost of at- munications concerning it have been received. Comtending the Institution but small.
missioner Warner said that there were In the office
something like 60,000 letters that have not been opened.
The university contains live distinct departments
oi.Ucgp of letters and science; school of engineering. In"We are temporallly swamped," the commissioner
cluding civil, electrical, mechanical and mining; school admitted, "but we expect to pull out from under the
of education; preparatory school; commercial school. load In a couple of months and then everything will
There are fourteen members of the faculty, two of be running along as smoothly as usual."
whom .were added t the commencement of the present
It is estimated by Commissioner Warner that the
year.
service pension law will Involve an additional expendiA careful examination of the alms and methods of
ture to pensioners of the Mexican and civil wars of
the university, of the courses in the several depart-meutIS, 000, 000 a year. He had nsked congress for an apof the appliances for Instruction, as set forth in propriation
of $137,000,000 for the payment of the
anyone
Impress
favorably
but
can
catalogue,
the
pensions next year, but In view of the passage of the
institution.-'educational
cla."s
of
with the better
bill, the amount was Increased to $14 5,000,000.
while every evidence confirms the fact that the uniThe working of the law, it was explained by Comversity is doing a work worthy of the present day and
Warner, Is extremely simple. In fact, so
missioner
liu'.
Mexico.
New
of
territory
the
to
highly creditable
two things are needed more money with which to free from complications It Is, that it is only necessary
make larger advances along present lines, and more" for the applicant, If he Is already on the pension roll
to fill out a prescribed blank which is furnished by
No doubt both
age to give it a. wider reputation.
the bureau for the asking.
future.
near
rapidly
in
the
these needs will diminish
The law itself, contemplating the lack of necessity
The list of pupils aggregated Ml this year, as
for red tape, provides that no pension attorney, claim
against .ninety lat year, thus showing a growth of
wed agent or any other person shall be entitled to receive
ht cent. This is highly gratifying ofand promises
The alumni
the university Is compensation for services rendered In presenting claims
for succeeding years.
to the pension bureau, or securing any pension under
already about 12.V
the service law.
The application blank properly filled out. Is sent
RAILROAD RETALIATION
to the bureau, and the Information contained on it is
Three of the railway systems of Colorado hake
compared with the documents and papers on file, in
upon a prolessed plan of retrenchment by cut- connection with the Individual case of the applicant.
ting down the working week of their shopmen to five If they coincide nothing but to grant the pension reThe roads which have done this mains to be done.
days Instead of six.
are the Union TacHlc, the Klo Grande and the Colorado
If the application is for an original pension, a long'& Southern.
These roads are owned by the Harrlmans, er time is required. It being necessary to compare the
is
Hence,
there
the Ooulds and the men of that stripe.
Information with the records at the war department
no talk of retrenching in the overgrown salaries of the anil, perhaps, to ask the applicant himself for addiplutocratic otllcials, where millions of needless expense tional proof.
,
could be cut off; but the reduction of wages is fastene I
One of the features of the law which distinguishes
per
upon the laboring men, where a reduction of 20
it from all other laws relating to government pensions,
cent will yield but little to the roads, while it reducaa Is that It entails no medical examination.
Thus is
the laborer to the verge of want.
eliminated what is perhaps, the greatest cause of delay
Is
Then, too, no one enn believe that retrenchment
In obtaining pensions.
necessary. As the Denver News says: "There U much
Rank In the service is not considered by the law.
ground for the belief that the reduction In hours Is a It provides simply that any person who has served
part of a plan to make the public feel the weight of ninety days or more in the civil war or sixty days or
the railroads' displeasure, to show resentment at the more In the Mexican war, receiving an honorable dissteady progress of railroad legislation." Furthermore, charge, and who Is sixty-tw- o
years old or over, Is eligiThere ble to receive a pension as follows:
as the New says: "There Is work In plenty.
is not a road In the state which has enough cars hi
In case the applicant has reached the age of sixty-tw- o
actual service. There is not a road in the state which
years $12 a month; seventy-tw- o
years $15 a month;
Tha
could not use more engines to good advantage.
years or over $20 a month. The pension
shippers of Greeley have been tearing their hair
It Is provided, shall begin from the date of the filing
because they could not get cars fast enough to of the application.
save their crops.
80 were the shippers of the beet
The application and letters are ilng taken up in
fields, and of the western slope, and of the Arkansas the order of their receipt by the pension bureau.
At
valley.
The shortage was everywhere; and, though present most of the work falls on tho force of the
the traffic Is a shade less overwhelming now, everyone correspondence division, which practically has been
knows what it will be like by fall. And the state Is doubled, the clerks being drawn from other divisions.
constantly tilling up with people; more people mean
Newton Republican.
more traffic, and more traihe should mean the employment of mor shopmen, not of less."
found
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San Juan People Sanguine o
Securing Either Water
or Oil.
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GOOD MANNERS

As this notorious, If not noted, citizen of San Fian-cjsei- v
l
now jri the Jime-llgof penal prosecution, th
following account of him from the New York World
j

wil be of Interest to Cltiien readers:
i
Ten years ago he was a thlfd.rjtie lawyer with a
moderate practice and one of a number of ward leadPacific machine
ers' who served the republican-Souther- n
whin republicans were In the minority in San Francisco:. ( He had graduated from the University of California, so he represented one type of the scholar In
When the union labor movement
practical politics.
took the form of a formidable political party he picked
up Schmitz, a theater orchestra leader, and helped
Ituef still calls himself a republimake him mayor.
can. Schmitz In return made Ruef his legal adviser.
confirmed Ruef in possession of
Schmltz's
the city government, and the earthquake and fire only
broadened their opportunities for graft.
When the
Ituef had a genius for organization.
police, began to Interfere with the saloonkeepers, Ruef.
as the mayor's legal adviser, acted also as their legal
adviser. Enormous fees for his services looked safer
than weekly or monthly blackmail. The resorts of vice,
cheap and fashionable, soon recognized his extraordinThere was trouble about
ary skill as an attorney.
building permits and Ruef intervened for more bis
To get along with the police, the saloons and
fees.
disorderly houses found It expedient to pay excessive
prices for liquors, cigars and cigarettes and glassware
administo certain firms favored by the
tration.
The charges against him Include the bribery of the
board of supervisors to grant franchises to the United
Railroads, the Home Telephone company and the Kan
Ruef seems to
Francisco lias & Electric company.
have khown Just what price each supervisor could be
Of
bought for and how often he must be bought.
courw, his own services were not disinterested, and the
corporations naturally fixed the terms of their own
franchises.
Uuef-Schmi-

tz

While Mr. J Ai. Murdock was in the city lal evening, lie had several conferences with some of the directors of the Commercial club, all of whom look upon hi
enterprise of colonizing the Sedlllo giant as of very
This vast body of land
great Interest to Albuquerque.
lying so close to this city and with direct railway connections here, if developed and colonized as Mr. Murdock proposes, cannot but be a very huge factor in the
development of Albuquerque. If Mr. Murdock needs
any encouragement to carry through Ins selieme, tliis
As the case stands
.should no be slow to give it.
now, Mr. Murdock owns the laud and lie Is going for
way to determine its
ward in a systematic and
development of
1... suit, mil. s feir water, uuon abundant
iwhieb Hie enterprise will alone depend for Micces.
New

Mcx1e.11:

lligeriti:iu

lias (Jovermo

be.m

to Washington to explain to President Roosevelt
his actions In connection with the land deal of the
Pennsylvania I levelopnient company, which was t!i'
subject of an Investigation by a committee front ill-- '
and other official acts? There
house of ri pr
Is a well defined tumor afloat that the executive of the
territory has gone there Instead of to Ills father's ranch
in the l'ecos vaib y, as given out when he left th
"as accoinpancd
capital. It is also reported that'-uby Attorney itinera! Held.

ialle.1

having declaitd
iidependenee
the other day at the meeting of the
league leaders of New York, that the lime had
the organlajllon should act independently of
parties, he may very properly be regarded as having formally apostatized and will therefore no longer
be an embarrassing figure to the national democracy.
It is InHmnled that Mr. Hearst Ka an ambition to

'lullanooga 'limes

Mr.

lie

11

si

1

com--whe-

tic-ol-

ARE LARGE
SSETT TO ANY BUSINESS MAN

tOOOOC?0Q0?
We are apt to think that if there is any place
where good manners are of little consequence, It Is in
every day business, where cold calculation so largely
M
takes the place of feeling.
Cut the truth Is that nowhere else are manners
of such Importance as In every day dealings.
There Is no capital and equipment any young man
can have in business that will pay him a better dividend
than good manners. There Is no possible calling for
which this does not better fit him.
If he has brains, the world owes him something,
but unless he has good manners he will have a hard
time collecting it.
Don't make the error of supposng that brains are
everything. You may have the best set of brains in
the town, but If you haven't also the manners of a
gentleman nobody Is going to appreciate you.
Did you never notice that the men who employ
large forces of Intelligent people look at an applicant
closely, ask a few seemingly unimportant questions,
and promptly employ or dismiss him?
They don't sound his brain depth; they don't obtain his biography; they don't Inquire into his social
standing; they size him up from his manners and if
he is cheap gilt on the surface they don't look for gold
beneath.
The employer knows that if an applicant's mannii'
strikes h1m favorably It will also favorably strike people with whom hu conies into contact in his work.
And nobody knows better than a big business man
that a favorable first impression means half the sale.
Your manners are the outward indication of what
you are within, in the estimate of most people, and if
your manners are disagreeable few will take the trouble
to examine, Into you any further.
Tho consensus of general opinion is that the man
who goes about with porcupine quills as his manners
hasn't any brains worth bothering about.

DONT TRY TO BE A POUTER
PIGEON BUT EXERCISE BODY

some day when you are Passing and you will be
sure to see something dainty and unique in odd
pieces for your china rack, your mantel or your
table. We have a superb stock of china, glassware and hardware that we are offering at attractive prices.
We

oooooooooooo
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Strong Block
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It is reported that Mabel Oilman

will return to the stage.
E. Corey has only seen

Maybo

W.

her press
ngent after all.
"He has such a fine delivery he Is
hound to make his mark."
"As what? .Spellbinder
or base
ball

REFRIGERATORS

pitcher?"

"Have you ever made n trip on one
of the elghteen-hou- r
trains?"
"No, but I make one every night on
cightetn-houone of the
r
street cars."

The Automatic

AUTOMATIC

John Dillon advises the Irish to
Imitate the Hoers. Can you Imagine
Ireland filled with men wearing Santa Ciaus whiskers?
"Guess again," said John D. Rockefeller, when nsked if he intended to
give $50,000,000 to New York. All
right, John.
We guess you won't

n

h

ft

it

give it.

South Itotyl, I nd., girl played
detective and caught a man who tried
to flirt with her. And
niuny and
many a girl has caught one and
without playing detective, either.
"No, there Is no possibility of woman ever making any marked success In law."
"Why not?"
"Why not! Why, how could a woman submit a brief?"
Kastcr Approaches.
The poet wears a feeble grin.
He'd like to sell a sonnet
For merely Just sufficient tin
To buy his wife a bonnot.
"I believe a rich mnn should
he
liberal. I myself gave $250,000 for
purposes
educational
last year."
"Is that so?"
"Yes, my son William was trying
his hand on Wall street.
The drunk who tried to do the
"hull in the China shop" act in the
Chink restaurant oh Front street the
first of the weeV was put to work for
the county by Judge Fllnn for thirty
days. Wlnslow Mail.
A Chicago newspaper says: "Fairbanks made them laugh.' He
Tho vmiHavlllo
Charlie.
agcrsil git you ef you, don't watch
out.
"These rallroalT nccldents make one
so nervous," said Mrs. Smithers.
"I
told Mr. Smithers to be sure to wire
me the moment he arr'ved In New
York."
"My dear Mrs. Smithers, you're
such an optimist!"
"I nm?"
"Yes, of course. You think he will
arrive there."
"Wisp old landlord is ours," remarked the man who had been at the
winter resort for several weeks.
"Everybody here has uu appetite like
a St. Bernard dog, and believes it Is
due to the climate."
"And Isn't it?" asked the newcomer.
"liless me, no. It's because the old
fellow won't give us anything to
eat."
"Aye, a most remarkable piece of
acting!" exclaimed London Stormes,
the eminent tragedian. "E'en Mansfield, were he at his best, could not
Hy my soul, it was well
excel it.
done!"
"I am at a loss to understand,"
said Itlggar Noyes. "To what do you

Constructed

A

refer?",

ma

m

on

Scientific

Principles.

CALL AND SEE THEM

1

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mr. Renter
are you looking for
opportunity to

a

favorable

CLEO KACKLEY'
EXPERT TAILOR,

down nml $20 monthly
payment will buy you a
house with bath.

S300

REALTY

CLEANER,

PRESSER

110 West Gold

OWN YOUR HOME?

VICTOR

EDISON

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

CO.,

'What is Home Without a Graphophone

Room 9, N. T. Armijo Building

My! you'd ought to seen her Jerk.
Spunky? well, she acted so.
And she snapped me up ns perk
"Quit your foolin'!"
Every time 'twas Just the same,
'Till one night 1 says, says 1
C'hokln' some, I must admit,
,
Tremblln' some, I don't deny
"Emmy, seeln" as I don t suit,
bye,'
say
'good
Uueiw I'd better
An' iult foolin'."
(llrls Is queer. She only laughed
Cheeks all dlmplin'; "John,' says
she,
"Foolin' men that never gits
Heal in earnest, ain't for me."
Wan't that cute? I took the hint,
An" a chair, an' staid, an'we
Quit our foolin',"

1

24 South Second

RECORDS

If There

STEP IN

Dearer To

k iinlfrin

"Shine just declined an invitation
to dinner saying he had dined an
hour ago."

Jult Your Foolin'.
Girls Is queer; I used to think
Emmy didn't care for me,
For whenever I would
lovln' arts to see
How she'd take 'em sweet or
says she:
saucy-lik- e
"Quit your foolin'!"
Once, agoln' home frdm church.
Jest to find if It would work;
Round her waist I slipped my arm.

I.ouis, the mother
Mrs. Keel, f
of Dr. A. II. Keel, who died Satur-da- y
evening, arrived In the city this

try-An-

sour-AKvay-

morning to take charge of the re- mains. Her husband will arrive to- night. when it will be decided
whether to ship tho remains to St.
lyouiM or to have them Interred here.
Tho decedant came to this city from
Detroit, Mich., about two years ago.
His office was In the Armijo building.

s

DRY FARMING TO BE DIS
CUSSED AT CONVENTION

Healer

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

Phone 98

COAL

eral discussions, and the fullest opportunity for the asking of any questions that may be suggested by the
local conditions of soil and climate.
LUMP
BEST CLA.RKVILLE
The afternoon session will be adW-PER TON
journed in plenty of time for a trio
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
through the Irrigated farms that have
MM
PER TON
made Uoswell famous and which will
he Inlinitely more productive when
the principle of rational conservation
of moisture is more thoroughly applied.
Tin- same thing Is true of the
Hilda News.
Similar a. lion will he sought at the whole l'ecos valley, which is the
Held for sc lentltlc
promising
most
societies
hands of .ill oilier institute
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
in the l'ecos val- soil culture in all of .did or seml-a- i
and fai ni'-iunions
2.25 AND 12.71
FOR
icl Aniei ica.-- i
ley, to tin- - end that the Urt opportunity for (lie study of the principle
The sessions of the congress will
of seh nlnii- soli culture under the di- he open to all who desire to attend,
master may be and notwithstanding their extreme
rection i.f tin,
This fact,
taken advantage of. It Is not often value, will be free to all.
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
that Mr. Cuiinliell comes so far with togethi r with the ve ry low rates al-- !
cause
out price, and it Is still less often lowed by the Santa Fe, should
from all
hat he is supported hy such strong it verv lame attendance
linen as I'rof. Tlnsley and l'rof. Ver- parts of the three valley countries.
non, the trained specialist!! of the
Tile endorsement of the congress
.New .Mexico College of Agriculture, hy the farmers' so leties is in itself
of
dediEXCURSIONS
one of the most encouraging
whose services are practically
a successful meeting, unci prouf In
cated to iliu cause through the
uisdcnii nt tlio icgelits, under itself that the fanners recognize the
the presidency if Hon. i. A.
attractions as being too valuable to
he missed.
uf Itciswell.
of
the
It Is ulso ncmiraging us showing
There will be two session
Kali Lake City ami Ileturn $31.95.
congress, morning unci afternoon, as that the farmers are beginning to March
30 to April 1. Limit sixty
arranged by Secretary J. A. tlrahum, realUo the vast importance of utilis- days.
gives
of the Uoswell Commercial club, de ing the best helps that nature
Mexico rily ami
Return $40.85.
voted llrst to a thorough demonstra- the farmer, and which must be mastion of the Caiupbull method by Mr. tered before entire success In farm- April 2i to May It. Limit July SI.
T. E. ri'HDT, Agent.
Campbell himself, followed by gen- - ing Is possible.
Chaves
of the
At InCounty Farmers'
Institute society
la-of
Saturday,
in the dry farming congress to
he held tile last day of the stcokmen's
convention, the lMh of April, were
of record, unit the members of the
soc iety were a unit in their desire for
the fullest possible attendance by the
agi'icultuiatists .if the valley, says the
I

1

have three odd Patterns that we are
selling at cost to make room.

F. H. STRONG

g

"Chests out, stomachs in," bus been the ry of
the ltritish drill sergeant since Die battle of Waterloo,
and before that.
For more thai, a hundred years the pigeon-lik- e
practice of putting out of chests has been the rule of
the English army. And to a considerable extent also
the practice is followed in the American army.
pose 1ms just been abolished in
This
lite English drill regulations.
Experts and medical officers have pronounced
to be unscientific, a perversion of nature and
harmful.
Instead of t rengl heiilng a man undue puffing out
of the theft weakens him because it throws a strain
upon ho heart. Knotty muscles over the chest, vaunted as strength Indicators, tend to tie down the heart.
l get though room to work in
That organ does
Hereafter the Swedish system of gymnast it s and
drill are to be used by t lie I'.rltlsh drill masters. The
Swedish system brings all the muscles of the body into
liaiinonions .oti.m and improves the wind" physical
condition.
I o not
make a puntt r pigeon of yourself.
l)o not
of athletics or gymnastics
anj
1i1.it leads to undue strain upon certain muscles-Man- y
physical culture exercises
of the
are harmful because of excess in single directions.
T'-training of the body requires

admiring attention is to be seen every business
day in our salesrooms but not at its best. Home
surroundings make it "fill the picture' Our aim,
naturally, is to dispose of it to you so that your
various apartments will look as they should look
a harmony of comfort and art.

Look In

ot

encountered, and on Wednesday another demonstration of gas was discovered.
The material Is of a black,
graphite formation and contains
strong traces of oil, and the future
developments look bright. Those directly interested are quite hopeful of
future results.
Further sinking may produce a
flow of artesian water, as symptoms
point to that end, and such Is greatly
wished tor. First-clas- s
water is a
boon to any community.
Iet us
drink to its realization!

$
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Parlor Furniture That Attracts

See and Ask Prices

So far this week additional strikes
of oil have been made at the well,
says the Farming ton
Enterprise.
Also a two-foTeln of coal has been

s.
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ABE RUEF THE BOSS

TIKSDAY, MARCH

di-c-
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WOOD

John
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S.
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31

far-.-eei-

Kicli-arclsiii-

Beaven

Wl.
1

I X

M ,1

what is thi: woiti.n
to?

mi

liejoii.l us. lint we know the; llie
people who inhabit this part ut it will
add to the ir health, length of I.f.- - and
haj piiu-sif they eat Hulling' I'.icad
Same thing true of our rolls, pics and
other patr. Sure you have the
a me?
11

PIONEER BAKERY,
SOT South llrst Street

1

I KK S HOT CHOCOLATE.
TUX'S Dltl G STORE.

V

l

-

If jrou want r;tu!u is uureruilLg.
trv an Evenlcg Tltlien want ad.
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ALBUQUKKQUE
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HOW TO START A SUCCESSFUL

LIFE

STROKE OF

IN

Dr. PRICE'S

Faculty and Students Hold Sad Ending of Visit of William Mark Is 33 Degrees. 5Minutes.
I Second: and 106 Degrees.
Oillman to His
Interesting Meeting at
3d Minutes. 30 Seconds.
Children.
High School Building.

Kuc-cessf-

-

BIG IMPROVEMENTS

FOR

LOCAL SANTA FE

SHOPS
Machine Departments Be Extended to Second Street.
Officials
Non-Commlta- l.

William irillman, of Los Angeles,
died at the home of bis son, Carl Oillman, 1800 West Hail road avenue, at
10:30 o'clock last night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ulllman came to Albuquerque a few days ago with the
Intention of visiting their two children In this city for a month or six
Saturday morning he and
weeks.
his wife went to the home of their
daughter. Mrs. M. Nash, where they
took dinner, and it was Just after returning to the home of his son, Carl,
at about 3 o'clock Jn the ufternooti,
that he was stricken with paralysis.
This was the second attack the
man had suffered during late years.
The first one, however, was not nearly so severe. The stroke which came
Saturday and from which the man
never rallied, despite the unceasing
efforts of physicians, seemed to settle in the throat and his last moments of life were one continuous
snuggle for breath.
Immediately after the man wa?
stricken his daughter, Mrs. Daniels,
of Los Angeles, was wired and she
arrived in this city this mornittg.
The remains will he returned to Los
Angeles for burial, and the funer.J
party, composed of the widow, Mrs.
Daniels, Mrs. M. Nash and t'arl (iill-mawill leave on the llyer tomorn,

row.
Mr. Ciilman formerly resided in Albuquerque and was widely and favor-

ably known here.
Alxtul ten years
ago he was In business here and his
many friends will receive the news of
his untimely death with xinecro regret.
'arl CUIman, Mrs. M. Nash,
both of this city, and Mrs. Daniels,
of Los Angeles, are the only surviving
children.
The deceased was a native of Illinois and was 67 years of Hge at the
time of death.

WILLIAMSPORT
NOW

PEOPLE

SOLE OWNERS

OF NELLY BLY

Lordsburg District Undergoing
Extensive Development.
bordsburg.

N.

M.,

March

W. Cristmnn. W. H. Ager. and

26.
t--

.

J.

K.

Dleffenbacher, of Williamsport. Pa.,
all of whom are largely interested in
the North American Copper company,
have been in town this week, looking
after the company's properties. This
company has recently paid off all the
purchase price of the Nelly Illy mine,
and now own It. The money for tho
Payment tf the property came from
the mine. According to the original
contract made by the company with
Messrs. Klackburn and Campbell, 75
per cent of tho proceeds of the ore
shipped should be paid to them, the
payment to apply on the purchase
price. The company had to put up
t
the money needed, besides the 25
of the purchase price, to pay
miners and other expenses. It has
done this, and now has the property
clear of all debt, and ready to make
money for Its stockholders.
Sinking
has now commenced on the property,
new
has
depth of fifty
and
reached a
feet below Its other workings, anil is
in good ore. Mr. Ager, who has had
much experience in mining, informs
the Libera) that in his estimation they
are on the top of a larger ore body
than has been discovered In the mine.
pel-cen-

i in the recent
visit to the city of
Alfred Lovelt. superintendent of motive power for the Santa Fe, plans
were exposed, which, If carried out,
mean an addition to the local shops
thousand
hundred
costing several
dollars. Though Mr. I.ovell made a
statement to the press to the effect
that the Santa Fe was not making
any improvements, It Is positively
known that J and Mr. Kouns, superintendent of transportation, and
Mr. Willie, of the lialdwfn Locomotive works, spent several hours at the WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY
shops and while there frequently examined a roll of blue prints, which
they carried with them. These plans
are said to call for an addition on the
west side of the machine shops, extending to Second street or equal to
the addition Just made to the transfer table. The building will be of cement, stone and iron and equipped KKritKHKNTATIVKS OK TIIK M.K
M WlltKMCSS J1VK KKKK
with machinery to some extent heavDKMONKTltATIOV
IN X)LOMItO
ier and more capable of handling the
being
placed
KXI'I.AIMX(i IN SIMPLE
HALL,
big engines, which are
many
on the western divisions, than the malam;itauk
its MYSTERIES.
chinery In use at the local shops at
present.
J. J. Kelly nnd K. N. Mayer, elecWhen the work of construction
will bo begun is only a conjecture, trical engineers and representatives of
Marconi wireless telegraph sysand cannot be found out, as It seems, the
tem, arrived in the city vesterdav
the lips of all departments are sealed
(from
reSan Francisco.
Tonight and
as to proposed plans pending the
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
sult of the present turmoil on Wall nights
they will give free demonstrastreet and a subsidence of the presof the working of the wireless
ent labor troubles. To this laUer tions
system
at Colombo hall. The men
reason may be attrhuted the
when carry with them a complete wt of
mode of Mr.
wireless apparatus exactly similar to
seen by the reporter last Friday.
that used at the regular wireless stations.
On the stage they will throw
a railroad switch by the wireless
BABLEY
JOHN
method, transmit messages and otherwise demonstrate clearly how the system works.
LOSES FOREFINGER
The public should not miss the opportunity of seeing wireless in full opTonight at Colombo hall,
eration.
Marconi wireless will be explained and
John S. Itagley, an employe of the operated by engineers, with complete
Lumber Company mills, sets of Instruments. The
American
comsuffered the loss of the forefinger of pany are now Installing Marconi
all
his right hand this morning, while through the United States. stations
At a much
attending one of the saws at the mill. reduced rale of operation work
beBagley is a new employe at the ing pressed forward to meet is the
mill, having been there but a short Western I'nlon and Postal in competime. I'p until a few weeks ago ..e tition. This wonderful system, which
was night clerk at the Craige hotel. has given satisfactory service for the
His home Is in Detroit. Mich.
last live years on ocean steamers,
making sea travel less dangerous;
furnishing daily associate! news in
COLORED
ORGANIZING
Mr. Kelly lectures and Mr. Mayer
makes the praclnal demonstrations
PYTHIAN LODGES on the stage. The operations tit the
wireless are explained simply and
clearly with ;i freedom from technical language and the lecture will be
F. A. Hill, deputy supreme district "f intense interest to everyone
hancellor commander of the Knights
of Pythias, with heauquai'ters in Kl
Paso, arrived in the city this morning for the purpose cf organizing a FIRST JUDICIAL COURT
lodge of colored Pylhi.ms In this city.
The work of securing candidates
HEARS GONZALES CASE
for the pew order lias been under
way for some time .and the new order
Wednesday and
will be organized
Thursday nights of this week, with a
the First Judicial district court
membership of about fifteen charter it InSanta
yesterday the principal
members The degree work will be matter of Fe
importance was the trial of
carried out in Castle hall In the F.Iks' Manuel (innzalcs,
an
building, and will be under the superwith an attempt on the life
vision of Mr. Hill. While in the ity. ih.nged
of
his sweetheart. Miss Franeesquita
Mr. Hill is the guest of I. Hudson.
Trujillo, on the night of Jum, 23, 1906.
.'1 North Seventh street.
Tlic Trujillo woman was wounded by
a sh-ifrom C.onzalez' revolver and
f'.-and hear the little
il the tune fche complained that the
.Mintrel, policeman
In the
Juvenile
had deliberately shot her
night, April 1st.
lull jesterday die was on a different
full to see a wireless message lack und when placed upon the stand
l.n't through
space by the Marconi lid -- Vei thing possible to shield the
ti.ish-- d
b fen laiit.
Tin- rate consumed
the
v ireleiw thin evening at k:l&, at
eiu,:e krrsion of Hie court and a uuiu- hull. Admission free.
w .
were called before
'
SHbnt-ribfor the day.
for Tlte Fvcnlng Citizen. Hi- - i.j.t u is Mttjou-ne-

of

mid-ocea- n.

l,uk-fai--ijus-

e

's

GIGANTIC RUG SALE

depends upon the food you cat
Id

arttlrvwe.l
Superintendent Merlin
the high tichool rirmrtho !lxth, seventh
Central
the
and eighth gradM f
The topic
building thin morning.
discussed was "How to Start a
Life."He read selections
from an Interview jtf Orson Swett
Field, In
Marshall
M&raden with
which Mr. Jrold stated what he considered to be the beginning, turning
point and underlying principles which
Prof.
contributed to his success.
Sterling's remarks began with the
story of Apellea, the great artist, who
traveled over Greece studying tho
fairest points of beautiful women,
getting here an eye. there a mouth
and there a nose, here a grace and
there a turn of beauty for his famous
portrait of a perfect woman, which
(treat mm
enchanted the world.
represent some element of grentnesi
of ton coupled with great wraknoM.
the lives of
Only by scrutinizing
great men and selecting their strong
points and combining tho great elements from each into a composite
unit, may we obtain nn ideal characV
Khouhl therefore learn to
ter.
read what great men say with disreservawith mental
crimination
tion.
When Mr. Field was asked, "What
were your equipments for success?"
"Health, sound prinhe answered:
ciple and yimbitlon."
Mr. Staling Impressed the thought
at this point that a sound body and
Kood health are a large capital to
and
the youth, but without ambitioncapital
a sound moral character tills
is forfeited In the long run, and the
added thought that the young men
and women of today are coming
upon the stage of life not when all
the great opportunities have been
taken, but rather at a time when
greater fields of opportunity and usefulness ar opening up than former
generations have ever seen.
In conclusion, he urged the young
people to cherish high ideals to aim
high, and remember Marshall Field's
belief that perseverance was the most
fundamental element In his success.
After the grades were dismissed
Mr. Sterling suggested to the high
school that If they expected to make
a success of life, now Is the time to
"Hegln now by making your
begin.
lives felt right here in the high
Your Interests and the Inschool.
terests of the city demand a larger
high school.
Your Inlluence can
bring It to pass. Organise a 'high
school boosters' club and go to work
in earnest, and It shall come to pass."
By unanimous vote an organization
of the above title was effected, with
Miss Mayme Heed as president.

FAOE FITS.

LIBRARY

DEATH

IF.

CITIZEN.

ESTABLISHED

RESULTS

BY

EVENING

The following

W just closed a deal for a large shipment of rugs which was shipped to
Las Vegas, but not delivered there.
We bought these goods at our own
figures and shall place the lot on sale
Monday morning at FACTORY
PRICES.

Cream Baking Powder

makes the food finer -- flavored,
more
healthful and delicious

let-

ter was received by Chairman Han-leof the street committee of the

y,

city council:
Mr. 1. Hanley, Chairmah Street Com- mlttee, Albuquerque, N. M.
sir: In compliance with your request made through the Hon. W. H.
Andrews, this survey has established
In the public library grounds at Albuquerque a meridian lino for tha
use of the city olllcials and surveyors
generally.
The position is not nn
Idenl one, owing to the disturbance
may
be caused by the electrla
which
lines running in an easterly and westerly direction, a few feet south of tho
south station, but It is believed that
their effect on the magnetic needle
will be negligible.
The probable error of the line, Is
less than five seconds of arc,
an
amount inappreciable by the, surveyor' transit.
The south mark for
Uie line Is situated seven feet west
and tive feet north of the southeast
corner of the public library grounds
and is marked by a eut stone set
three feet in the ground, with top
projecting about two inches, In tho
center of which is cemented
an
aluminum tablet marked with the
latitude 3 5 degrees, 0j minutes, ul
seconds, und tho longitude 106 degrees, :s.x minutes, 30 seconds. From
this point the following true bearing
were noted for reference:
Flagstaff on public school, north
14 degrees, 37 minutes east.
Southeast corner library building,
north 41 degrees, 69 minutes west.
Cupola Occidental building, north
8H degrees, 50 minutes west.
True bearing of Edith street, north
0 degrees, 12 minutes cast.
The north mark Is 169 feet due
north from the north mark near the
north edge of the grounds, and Is
a cut stone set three feet In the
ground with an aluminum tablet set
In the center of the projecting top.
The magnetic variation as determined at the south monument Is 13
degrees, 40 minutes east; as determined at the north monument, is 13
degrees, GO minutes east, for December, 1906. This variation will increase about 3 degrees annually.

l
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WEED

IS COAL AND

ADJUDGED

It. DO.

Produce. Market.
Chicago, March 26. Closing quotations:
July 77i-CorWheat May h
May 46V; July
July 37 .
Oats May
Pork May $15.65; July $13.75.
Iard May $l.70; July $S.80.
Ribs May $8.50; July $8.65.

Schoenberger Wins the Case J. M. Murdock Proposes to
Against Benjamin & Co.
Reclaim Antonio Sedlllo
Jury Returns.
Land Grant.
K. P. Weed,

Insane
tarium,
Insane
district
that he

.1.
M. Murdock. of Chicago, who
lecently obtained title to the Antonio
Sedlllo land grant in Ilernallllo county, about twenty miles west of this
city, arrived here
yesterday
from
Santa Fe, where he transuded business In connection with certain development plans which he hns in view
for the property. List night Mr. Mur-iloe- k
talked freely regarding his Intentions.
The Sedlllo grant contains over
acres of ground, the larger portion of which lies In Kernnllllo and a
smaller section in northern Valencia
county. When the Helen cut-ois
completed It will be traversed by two
tt the Santa Fe lines. Two rivers,
the Rio Puereo nnd Rdo San Jose
pass through It and it is Mr.
's
Intention to Irrigate tho tract
by means of these rivers and two
large reservoirs, which he proposes
to construct. The tract contains some
5000 acres of coal lands and large
deposits of lime stone, both essential
to the successful operation of beet
sugar factories. It Is proposed by Mr.
Murdock to colonize the entire "tract
and develop upon it the successful
raising of sugar beets, together with
a factory for the production of sugar.
Kxperta are now at work In portions
of the grant near the Rio Puerco and
and Rio San Jose experimenting with
the raising of sugar beets and It Is
understood that so far their work
has been successful. Mr. Murdock's
plans are pretentious and there con
sumatlon would mean much for this
section of the country. It is to be
hoped that his anticipations will be
realised In full.

Ronton Wool Market.
Koston, March 26. The wool market is strong, though without special
activity. Trad- - has been particularly
inleiestcd in large movements of foreign Wools.
Money Market.
Yolk, Mjm li 26. Monty on
call strong, 5 'a 'ii 0 per cent; prime
per cent; silmercantile, paper 6
.Ww

1
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STATIONERY

PL

ANDRUS

Hrlnft me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T.

F. R. R.

& S.

1

10

West Gold Ave.

jjChas. L. Keppeler
I) K A

s

L. K

R IN

AWNINGS

i

317 and 319 South Second Street

o

HOT

CONFECTIONERY,

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

Albuquerque's prettiest and most
talented young ladles will appear in
song ami danco specialties at the
Juvenile Minstrels, Monday,
April
1st.

Staab Building

KREIY1IS

PATENTS,

N.

ff

Mur-doek-

.

.

323 South Second Street
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Metal Market.

New York. .March 26
Lad dull
$4.00 it 6.::o: copper nominally 24.75

Where to Dine Well

Oc SAVED

ON ONLY

90c

Santa Fe Restaurant

INVESTED

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Gass Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

ALL THIS WEEK

t

bars Sunny Monday Soap

20

for 90c
IO

bars for

E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

C.

Convenience - Comfort - Security I

Nutreto
the Twentieth Century l'uod

.

The telephone makes the
.duUcs lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

Drink.

Nutol
the All Vegetable Oil for
Cookin".
AMiUQITKKQl'K

CASH
COMPANY.

315

GIIO-C'fcH-

rv

th-

-

Y

''l.'u

Comical Jokes
Latest Coon Songs
Fancy and Clog Dancing
Olio of Bright and Clever Specialties
Pretty Girls, Pretty Costumes

u'

I0TthatDROP
a" Srocerles

f1allacjr

The Champion Grocery Co.

bl2.H

r
KtVtlt a TALE
O BREAD O

MATTEUCCI DltOS.
VMW 61.

W. TIJcms Ave.

w
YOUR GROCER HAS
--
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FRENCH BAKERY
02

KAr

RAILROAD,

FREStlTASTY

ALWAYS

1
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fair.
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m

unchanged.

I

Market.

i .

.1. C.

Wool

Iiimr
islei

KxdHT Market.
M art h 2.
Spt Iter $6.75.
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You can't afford to miss the Juvenile MinstreN at the opera house,
Monday night. .April lt, under the
auspice of the Woman' club.

JS I J

St. Louis,
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tis as sironc as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors in both strength
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1ULDR1DGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
T

SIIER
PAINT Covers more, look
hevt, wear
the longest, most economical; full incisure.
UUILDINQ
Always
Duster, Liniv. Cement.
in stock.
PAPER
Paint, Glass, gash. Doors, Etc.
FIKST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALUlyi KtlQl I"., .KY HEX.
S

p.

X

IT

.

c
.on Is W ixd
St. Louis, March 26.

St.
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Juvenile Minstrels
In White Chorus

IN YOUlt IIOMK

and nothing- - else. The kind we bandit,
wll five satisfaction on the table
and
In the eating.
We don't take the ta-J,0(rk
"tandard. We want to
character of the content
'if every Jockage.

Woman's flub.

Little Ones in Black Face

you

hornet

Th.lTe are
manr different
kinds as there are days
In the year.
SOME CUOCKniES

HOUSE

30

and protects your

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Marble Ave. l'hoiie, 206
HOMKR M. WAKO. Mgr.

14

The
telephone
your health, prolongs

YOU NELD A TELEPHONE

Monday Night, April 1st
1'ii.der auspices of

Hotel

fesei-v't-j-

Jr-clc- ?r

45C

Just received from Girard, Kan.

ELK'S OPERA

41;

ver

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

1

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, March 26. Cattle receipts
3,000. Market steady, licevcs $4.00
6.70; cows $ 1.60 tip 4.76 ; heifers $2.60
('C5.25; calves $5.007.25; good to
prime steers $5.30 W 6.70 ; poor to medium $4.00in 5.25; stockers and feeders $2.75 ftf 4.75.
Sheep receipts 12.000.
Murket
steady to strong. Western $4,000
6.35;
lambs $6.00 8 00, westerns
41

ALBERT FABER'B

INSANE

V

$6.00

Come Early
AND GET FIRST CHOICE

WILL BE D- E-

!

the man who becume
and escaped from the saniwas this morning adjudged
before a commission in th"
court and the court ordered
be taken to the asjitim at Lis
Vegas.
Weed, th High vt.ilcntly insane at
the time of his rash actions, has
quieted down wonderfully, ami II is
hoped iintl believed thai a few
weeks' treatment in the asylum will
restore him to his normal condition.
He will leave tomorrow morning for
the asylum and will be. In charge of
Rev. Hammond and a Mr. Votaw.
The cas of W. J. Schoenberger vs.
H. Renjamin & Co., was concluded
this morning and the Jury returned a
verdict for $130 for the plaintiff.
This case grew out of the sale of
the property in question by Constable
James Smith, and the plaintiffs allege
It was without process of law.
The
defendants bought the property at
the sale, which was a public one, ami
the plaintiff replevlned it.
In Its verdict, the Jury recommends
that the property, or Its equnl value
money, bo returned to the plaintiff.
In
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Attorney Klock & Owen represented
the planltlffs and W. C. Heacock represented the defendants.
The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co.. brokers, Us The United States grand jury made
final report this morning and was
over their own private wires from
for the present term. The
New York. Room 37, Barnett build- dismissed
report
contained a number of indicting, Albuquerque, N. M.:
ments.
The territorial grand Jury also re!"cw York stocks.
turned a number of Indictments this
May cotton
9.51 morning.
American Sugar
120'
Amalgamated Copper
Suits entered in the district court
114
American Smelters
today were as follows: Klfego Haca
34
American Car Foundry
vs. Francisco Locero y Montoya, and
Atchison corn
fx'.a Madeline Stoll Dcmpsey vs. Dcvid II.
68
American Locomotive
lli'lll psey.
Anaconda
u8'&
94 Vi
ltaltlmore and Ohio
49
Hrooklyn Rapid Transit
164 H OLD
CITY HALL MUST
Canadian Pacific
32
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
13 7
Kile com
3
SERVE TWO MONTHS
Louisville and Nashville
72
Missouri Pacific
-- 0
Mexican Central
54
National Lead
116
New York Central
Northern Pacific
1214
36
Ontario and Western
121
Pennsylvania
98 V4
Heading com
At a special meeting of uie city
19',i council,
Ituck Island com
called late yesterday after77 V4 noon
Southern Pacific
for the purpose of discussing;
128 ',4
St. Paul
the city hull question. It developed
Southern Hallway
2H4
the present building Is to serve
i'nlon Pucille
130H that
that body for at least two months
I J. S. S. com
34
longer.
V. S. S. pfd
96
The bulldng committee, which was
54 VI
Ot. No. ore. Ctfs
named to make some arrangements
21
Greene Con
for
headquarters for the council until
3V4
Santa Fe Copper
the proposed new city hall had
Old Dominion
4V after
been voted on, reported that it had
151
Calumet and Arizona
conferred with Messrs. Otero and At17V
Shannon
torney t'hllders, and that an agree76
Copper Range
ment had been reached, whereby tho
83
North Hutte
city Is to use the present building for
23 V4 two
Hutte Coal
months longer at a monthly rental of $45.
Omaha Livestock.
Such action was about what had
umaha, March 26. Cattle receipts been expected of the committee, klnce
steady to stronger. It would be
5000. Market
to secure entirely
steers 13. 255. 25; Texas new quartersdifllcult
Western
for the council und then
steers 13.00 '(1 4.25; cows and heifers too, it was thought
best to use the
J2.26W4.30;
canners $2.00tf2.90; old building until after
Jt is known
Blockers and feeders $3.00i3.60; cal- whether or not a new one Is to be
ves $3.006.50; bulls $2.804.40.
had.
6,000.
Sheep
receipts
Market
steady to shade lower. Yearlings $6.00
I O CURE A COLD IN flNFniV
K.40fe. .20;
ewes Take
4i6.60; wethers
LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
I5.00W5.65; lambs 7.007.80.
labiets. Druggists refund money if
It
falls to cure. E. W. GROVES
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, March 26. Cattle re- denature it on each box. 25c.
o
ceipts 11,000, including 400 southerns.
To Chicken router.
Market steady. Southern steers $3.75
Mausard's Mills are selling good
cows $2.7503.85;
W5.25; southern
Blockers
and feeders $3.76 4 5.25 ; wheat at $1.40 per 100 lb.
bulls $3.254.25; calves $3.76 tfti 7.00;
Our ItOU(;ll IIKV work nor,', hou
western fed steers $4.00 314.75; westto be washed over. Imperial Laun
ern fed cows $3.00414.60.
8,000.
Sheep
receipts
Market dry co.
l
!
steady. Muttons $5.25(i6.00;
lambs
range
I7.2&4P7.60;
wethers $5.60(SJ
6.70; fed ewes $5.00 it 5.65.
1

SOIL

PA;K

MX.

n iiv.

citizen.

ALUL-gui:i;g-

of 1905, ielatie ( exemptions J In purposes. approved March 13, '
Jury servlcp."i
and for oth,r iiirnoe"
substitute for council bill
Amended house bill No. 14. "An No.Council
11,
"An act for the oseessment
in
procedure
lit providing appellate
anil collection of taxes on sleeping
civil and criminal cases."
curs and repealing sections 4118,
House bill No. 155, "An act fixing 4119. 4120 nnd
4121 of the compiled
Hie limes of holding district courts In laws of 1S97."
iiIitii and other counties."
Council bill No. 42, "An net proHouse bill No. 173. "An act creat- viding a method
ing three armory boards of control of shares of Mt,,..ifor i.,the assessment
and providing for the construction other banks and to fix the duties of
of armories in the cities of Santa Fe. the board of equillzation In relation
Silver City and Ijis Cruces."
thereto,"
House substitute for house bill
to
House bill No. 101. "All act
7
Ill, "An net to amend section 2 No.
10
chapter
of
the
of!
of
amend section
laws of 905." relative to a stone arch chapter 51, of the ads of the thirty- sixth legislative assembly of New
In the I'laxH of Santa Fe.
to Mexico, approved March 13, 1905,!
House bill No. 199, "An act
to dove and quail season and
amend chapter 124 of the laws of the relative
other purposes."
thirty-sixt- h
legislative assembly of forHouse
the territory of New Mexico and for vide for bill No. 161, "All act to pro-- !
the leasing, sale, manageother purposes." relative to building ment
and control of all lands now
of roads.
owned or hereafter acquired bv the1
House bill No. 222. "An aci amend- territory of New Mexico."
atory of an act entllled 'An act for
tlie relief of tlie county of Torrance,'
approved February 18, 1907."
House bill No. 225. "An act entitl- INTERESTING EVENTS IN
ed 'An act appropriating
additional
funds for the Improvement of the
Itlo Grande In Hio Arrlbn county."
Council bill No. 4. "An act to prohibit gambling In the territory of

t

sv.nt

an.

imr.

'..

LATE LEGISLATURE PASSED

123

GOOD

MEASURES

Quite Evident That Session Was Not
Talk And Many Good Laws

All

1

Were Blocked.
passed .live to the insurance
f
worthless
h
both lirnnclii'S of thr
checks."
ipRiRlntlvp iiiwemhly were HlRiicd by
House bill No. 183. "An act relat-- I
the governor ami tire now Ihw:
lug to the settlement of accounts of
1.
to public officers." (To become law by
Council Join resolution No.
supply member of the council mill II milallon. )
tioune of rcprewnt.illvf
with
Council bill No. ."!. "An act to
Inws of 117. In Kiii?!ili amend section 17 911 of tlie compiled
nd panlli.
!lavs of 1S97. relative to fees of
Council Joint resolution No. C. to sheriffs.
supply members of the council mid
Council bill No. .17. "An act eiilltl-- j
liouop of representatives
with laws ed an act for the protection of high-- I
I von
u
IMA,
he
mid
1901
of
way
of
bridges anil for other purposes."
respective house.
Council bill No. TiO, "An act In ref-- I
Council Joint nieinori.il No. 1. nd-- 1 erence to the qualification of voters."
e
reuse d by the
Council bill No. 53, "An ail ex-- I
aiwenildy of the territory of tending
all of the provisions of sec-- !
secNew Mexico to the honorable
2394, 2395, compiled laws of
Hons
retary of the Interior, requesting hlni 1S97. of
6 and 7, chapter 39,"
to restore certain iiKiicultural lands relative section
to the duties of traveling
In San Juan county to entry.
auditor.
Council bill No. 1. 'An act to
bill No. 64. "An act amendamend chapter 11 of the laws of ingCouncil
sections 6, 7, 8 and 9. chapter f4.
legislative assembly session
the thirty-sixt- h
of 1903," relative to the
f the territory of New Mexico," rela- duties oflaws
traveling auditor.
tive in the drawliip of Jurors.
Council bill No. 56, "An act plac-- j
Houe Joint resolution No. 2, relathe county of Sandoval In the
tive to the appointment of a Joint lug
Mi
st district us established for dis-- I
registration
a
and
draft
omiiitlee
t
trlct attorney purposes by chapter
el i law.
House Joint resolution No. r., pro- 3 3. session laws 190F, ami fixing the
viding for the payment of employes time for holding court in Sandoval
nnd the contlsent expenses, of the county,"
lepHjfl t u i e.
Council bill No.
to
"An ac:
Council bill No. 27. "An act for the amenu section 1 or article 4, of an
relief of the county of Torrance."
act entitled 'An act to incorporate
House bill No. 13, "An act to the town of Silver City in (ilrant
amend section 255 of the compiled county.' "
laws of 1897, relative to territorial
Council bill No. 61. "An act relatdepositories."
ing to the qualification of witnesses."
House substitute for council bill
Council bill No. 70, "An act to
No. SI, "An act to amend election 8 amend section
of chapter 9 of the
2
of
session
laws
of the
of chapter
legislative
laws of the thirty-fourtIMS, relative to admission to the
assembly relating to railroads."
for the lillnd."
Council bill No. 106, "An act to
House hill No. 102, "An act author- provide for the payment of expenses
izing the board of resents of the New In new counties."
and
Mexico College of Agricultural
6,
No.
Council Joint resolution
Mechanic Arts to lease certain land "l'rovldlng and endorsing the objects
to the International committee of the of the Coronado Memorial AssociaYoung Men's Christian Association."
tion and making an appropriation for
House Joint resolution No. 7, ap- the construction of a monument compropriating the sum of $4,198 for
memorative to the life and services
of Interpreters, translators and of the great explorer, Francisco Vas- rontlgent expenses of the house of quez de Coronado.
representatives of the thirty-sevent- h
House bill No. 64. 'An act deHnlng
leglHlative assembly, and the sum of the crime of barratry ami proscribing
$3,064 for salaries
of Interpreters, a penalty therefor.
translators and contlgent expenses of
House bill No. 105. "An act rela- the council of the said legislative live to the Inspection of bees and
assembly.
creating the office of inspector of
Council bill No. 51, "An act to pro- bees."
vide for the filling of vacancies in
House bill No. 113. 'An act procounty offices in the territory of New vldlng for the sprinkling of streets
Mexico," and providing that hereafter In unincorporated towns and assesswhen any vacancy occurs In any ing the expense thereof against the
county office In the territory, other owners of property abutting upon
than a vacancy In the office of counstreets."
ty commissioner, It shall be the duty said
House bill No. 159, "An act to recounty
commissionboard
of
of the
peal section It, chapter 32, of the
ers to fill such vacancies.
thirty-fift- h
legislative
assembly,"
Council bill No. Sit "An act extend- relative to cattle-ropin- g
contests.
being act approved March 1. 1899,
House bill No. 167,
net to
ing chapter 54 of the session laws of amend house bill No. 95, "An
entitled 'An
1899." relative to sidewalks.
act with reference to the sale of InHouse bill No. .r, "An act with toxicating liquors on trains.' of the
reference to the sale of Intoxicating acts of the thirty-sevent- h
legislative
liquors on trains."
assembly of New Mexico."
House bill No. 6 9, "An act to
House substitute for house bill No.
amend tiection 3428 of the complied 53. "An act to regulate the practice
lavs of New Mexico of 1897, relative
of
to esmedicine In New Mexico
to the issuance of warrants upon tablish a board of health andandmedical
affidavits based on information and examiners.'
Urtief."
Amended house bill No. 2, "An act
Substitute for house bill No. 33. to authorize
Incorporated
cities,
"An act providing for transfer of real towns and villages, having a bonl ride
county
for
Colfax
from
records
estate
population of not less than one thoureal estate now located In I'nlon sand persons to Issue bonds for sanicounty."
tary and health, pill nones, the con
House bill No. 59. "An net to struction of sewers, water works, and
compiled
3342,
of
the
amend section
the improvements of streets."
laws of New Mexico of 1897," relaHouse bill No. 124. "All net to
tive to Jurisdiction of Justice of the amend section 2355, of the compiled
(leace.
laws of lf97," relative to the payHouse substitute for council bill ment of employes by script.
No, 12, "All act to encourage the
House bill No. 162. "An act relaterection of beet sugar factories and ing to the sale of lauds in townsites
for other purposes."
legal title is vested la probate
where
House bill No. 68, "An act assent- Judge of county where townsites are
ing to the purpose of grants or money situate and not heretofore sold nnd
authorized by an act of congress enconveyed in the manner prescribed
titled 'An act to provide for an In- by law.
for
creased annual appropriation
House bill No. 134, "An act relatAgricultural experiment stations and ing to community land grants."
regulating the expenditure thereof,
House substitute for council
bill
approved March 16, 1906.'"
No. 4 9. "An act to amend section 48
House substitute for house hill No. of chapter 79 of the acts of the
191. "An act to amend section 2361 xth
legislative assembly of
of the compiled laws of New Mexico
approved March 16, 1905,
relative to the recording of relative to reports of corporations."
of
chattel mortgages."
House
resolution No. 6, "ConJoint
House bill No. 14. "An act to veying the old Palace at .Santa Fe to
compiled
1294
the
of
aectlon
amend
the foiled States government."
laws of 1897, relative to combinations
House bill No. 110, "An act limitand monopolies."
ing the sale, without license, of na
67,
"An act relative tive liquors upon the premises where
House bltl No.
to recognizances."
manufactured, and to amend section
House bill No. 76, "An act rela- - 4137 of the compiled laws of 1897."
House bill No. 131, "An act relative to the Manzano grant, In the
of New Mexico."
BY territory
House bill No. 188, "An act to repeal chapter 6 of the session laws of
legislative assembly.
the thirty-sixt- h
and for other purposes," relative to
INTERNAL PARASITES.
street crossings.
Committee substitute for council
bill No. 7, "An act to amend and
Cooper's New Discorery has tauffht punish certain crimes, to amend and
me many things. Not least of which repeal certain portions of the comis that parasites piled laws of 1897 relating to crimes,
or taoe worms as and for other purposes."
Council bill No. 63. "An act in
they are called are
to property rights of husresponsible for an relation
and wife."
immense amount band
I 1 V'
House bill No. 200. "An act to
of sufferiut; . amend
section 9 of chapter 2 of the
Thousands of acts of the thirty-fift- h
legislative as
these creatures sembly, relative to patients in mill
have been brought er's hospital.
House bill No. 190. "An act to
to me by people
who have taken regulate logging and prescribing the
7
ill TCa niurnv. rights to the use of streams for Dilat
i
logs, poles, timber, and lumber
know ing
Jery andanI now
therein, and for other purposes."
immna
House bill No. 193. "An act fixing
amount of sup- the lime for holding the terms of the
TICK IMMIRKt.
posed stomach district court for the first Judicial
trouble is caused in reality by one of district of tlie territory of Ni v Mexthese parasites. A man or woman ico."
House sulistitute for house bill No
may be afflicted in this manner for
years and not realize the true cause 31, "An act to regulate the classificaof counties and fixing the salarof their suffering". When I first sold tion
of certain county o.ilcers."
Cooper 's New Discovery I did not ies House
bill No. 120, "All uct to conknow that the medicine would remove
ami regulate the use and disthis trouble. I have since found that serve
of the waters rff New Mexit invariably does so. The following tribution
ico; to cruate the office of territorial
letter is a fair sample of the symptoms engineer; to create a board of water
as experienced by an individual thus ctjin in issii iiiers. and for other purf.iH
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SHORT TALKS
L. T. COOPER.

lrv.n'.naa

affected:

"I was always tired. My stomach
bloated and the slightest exertion
made me sick, weak and dizzy. My
appetite was variable and a good
nights sleep was unknown to me.
When I awoke in the mornings I had
a bad taste in my mouth and a coated
tongue. I heard of the wonderful
benefits that were being derived from
Cooper's New Discovery, and decided
to try it."
"The horrible tape worm, sixty feet
long that had been sapping my life
away, passed from my system alive
nd bquirming after 1 had taken three
doses. Now I have a splendid appetite, every trace of stomach trouble
has disappeared and my digestion is
good. I sleep well and am gaining in
strength every day." Nick Emitter-ick- ,

poses."
House

bill No. 27. "An uct providing for the printing of ... rules of
the supreme court ami making an
appropriation therefor.
House bill No. 21. "An net
to
amend section 1123 of the compiled
laws of New Mexico of is;i7, relative
to tlie crime of larceny by embezzle- inent."
Amended house bill No. 61, "An
act entitled an act with reference to
boundaries of the county of tjuay."
House bill No. 70. "An act to repeal sections 1241. ;if3'.i, 3 4 4
and
.1147 of the compiled laws of New
Mexico of 1S97 and for other
relative to ooMs of w Ulnars
In civil cases.
House substitute for boiisi bill No.
7 1.
"An act for the linprov fllieht of
tinl;lo tirande."
Amended bouse bill N'o. S3. "An
act
1344 Louis Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
iimend section 14n;t.
I on
Is, of the loniiilicil tuus of
relative to l;.ing of railroad
We are authorized agents for the 197."
i ks
In corporate limits.
Cooper medicines. Call and let us tr House
bill No. J26, "An ai l uuienti-nii- i
te'A you m Jie about them.
section 2 of chiptci lli ul til
."

I

sub-sec-

New Mexico."
House bill No. 125, "An act amending chapter- 101 of the acts of the

legislative assembly of the territory
1905, relating to the
national guard of New Mexico."
to
House bill No. 123, "An act
amend the laws relative to the practice of pharmacy In New Mexico."
Council bill No. 123, "An act providing n limitation for actions on municipal bonds and coupons."
Council bill No. 105, "An net to
provide for paying salaries and expenses of the board of water commissioners, and for other purpo
Council bill No. 198,
act
"An
amending an net entitled 'An act to
amend section 255 of the compiled
laws of IS97, relative to territorial
depositories,' approved February 21,
of New Mexico,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

AT HAND
ami the system must be "completely renovated." The blood
must be freed from all winter
Impurities and the bowels kept
open, or else you're going to
be sick. Then the? littler
Is
Spring
needed. During tin
.Mouths thousands of persons
take

NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus. $ioutooo

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH
BITTERS

INTEREST

regularly and as a result always enjoy good
It will
rebuild and renew the entire
system, purify the blood, open
up the clogged bowels and cure
Spring l ever, Indigestion,
llciuiaclw,
lvspcpsla.
IlillousncMS,
Colds or iiipH
Try a bottle today. We guarnn-ante- e
the genuine to be absolutely pure.

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

i.

With Amp's Mesne and Unsurpassed

March 21.
6i:,
II Issues a patent to
Lord Clarendon, General Monk and
six other noblemen to lands between
St. John's river and the 36th parallel
of latitude and extending from the
Atlantic to the Pacific; it Is called
i
'arolinn.
A WOMAN WOULD GIVE
'83 Spain acknowledges Independence of the Cnlted Stales.
1815
Naval battle off the coast
$100,000 FOR THE HEAD
of lirazll.
March

....

ALBUQUERQUE

25.

OF

Printing Is ordered to be Introduced In New York.
1T90
I'lan of Itrltlsh government
1693

HIS

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, 1159,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: VTm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Black well,
Geo. A mot, O. E. Cromwell.

CHINAMAN

for compensating American loyalists
for losses Is suspended.
1898
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATC10SOX TfX'KKA AMD SANTA FE ItT.
Commodore Schley took posbill No. 111. "An act for
the relief of the different counties of session of the flying squadron in
Hampton
Hoads.
the territory, with relation to ililin
quent taxes."
Council bill No. 125. "An act to
March 27.
validate the nets of the officers of
1613
I'once de Leon rediscovers
the liefacto Municipality of (lallup, Florida tlie land
of flowers anil
and for other purposes."
claims it for Spain.
Council bill No. 98, "An act re1625
I, enthroned In Kng-lanCharles
pealing section 8. chapter 4S. of the
session laws of 1903," for protection
79 4
Congress authorizes the conof fish In irrigation ditches.
struction of six frigates,
three of
Council bill No. 127, "An act to them to be of the very heavy
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
class,
amend an act entitled "An act to thus beginning the navy.
amend certain provisions of chapter
1814
General Jackson defeats the
4.i of the session
laws of 1905,
Creek Imlans at Horseshoe, Alaf-horricmRm mho dibkcto
relative to the practice of dentists.
ma.
Council bill No. 104. "An act relaJOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
President
tive to civil procedure."
M. W. FLOURNOY
tfnmli M
viee Prwldeat
Council bill No. 80. "An net entitl8 29
A treaty Is signed with Ien-mar- k
McKEUD
FRANK
defining
ed an act
the duties of the
Cashtw
for he adjustment of IndemR. A. FROST
treasurer of the territory of New nity claims.
As0ttAnt Caahter
Mexico with reference to the issuing,
H. F. RAYNOLDS
American army of occupaDirector
sale and delivery of certain bonds tion846
(3,500 men) under General Tayauthorized to be issued nnd sold, by lor takes
post
In tne Itlo Grnnoe, opu. .
chapters 6, 76 and 98 of the nets of posite Matamoras.
RANG TU WEI.
legislative nssembly
the thirty-fourt- h
1881
A protest
Capital
Authorized
reagainst
.
the
5O0,0O9.
of the territory of New Mexico," and moval of General Merrltt from the There's u I'il( of $100,000 on His
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and ProflU
250,000.0t
Head.
for other purposes."
New York and apCouncil bill No. 120, "An net pro- collectorshlpof of
Correspondence.
Depository (or Atchison, Topeka A Santa Ft Railway Ceopaay
William M. llobertsoti, Special
viding for the reimbursement of W. pointment
New York, March 26. Having fled
without
the
consent
of New York from
K. Martin, clerk of the third Judicial
the
wrath
of
dowager
emthe
senators in presented to .President press
district of the territory of New Mex- Garfield
of China, the greutest private
signed by L. S. James, C. A.
ico, for expenditures made on
citizen
of
Kang
China,
Yu Wei, Is livKoscoe Conkllng and T. C.
of deputy district clerks in said Arthur.
in Becret In this city.
I'latt. Its Influence leads to the as- ingThere
district."
Is
a
price
on
his head
Council bill No. 76. "An act to sassination of President Garfield.
by the empress for his reamend section 3448, of the compiled
turn to China, dead ifr alive.
March a.
laws of 1897," relative to change of
Kang Yu Wei was the head of the
Write U9 For Catalogue of
777
General Charles l.ee writes reform movement
venue.
His
negotiations
treasonable
for General downfall came whenIn he Chtnu.
PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY
Council bill No. 115. "An act to Howe.
was forced
to
refund
Institutions
out
territorial
the emperor's council of min1847 Mexicans
evacuate
Vera istersof for
moneys used for expenses lu selechis advanced Ideas. The
tion and location of public lands, and Cruz, having lost 2,0110. killed and partisans of the empress believe that
providing for the payment of further wounded. 5.000 and 600 cannon.
he will strive to arouse the Chinese of
expenses in the selection and location
America against the government
at
March ill).
of public lands."
home. The empress has begged the
1789 After a delay of many days 1'nlted States government
Council Joint resolution No. 7, proto keep
viding for a vote of thanks to F. H. congress secures a quorum (thirty Kang Yu Wei under constant surveiland proceeds to lance while he Is here. With his
Newell for preparing plans of cer- members present)
organize the house.
A. Muhlen-burtain irrigation projects."
nceflts hi Is heltpvnrl tn tin K1101, 1
of Pennsylvania, Is elected the lug and organizing Chinamen
No. 8,
Council joint resolution
here
"Providing for additional pay for the first speaker.
ami quieuy securing stores or arms
Ix.55
An election Is held at Lawr- and ammunition.
regular emploves of the capltol."
Council bill No. 35. "An act defin- ence, to choose members for terriThe empress brought about the
torial legislature.
Armed political Iloxer disturbances
ing estray animals."
because
of
House bill No. 104, "An act to bodies of Mlssourians take possession Kang's activity In modernizing ChiWAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES
na. He lied from China at that time,
amend chapter LXXXI of the acts of the polls and elect a
legislat.ve as legislature.
of the thirty-fourt- h
only to return after the troubles were
J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE
A
treaty Is concluded by over. Nearly ull his fellow agitators
1867
sembly." relative to the administra
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
212 NORTH SECOND ST.
which the territory of Russian Ameri- were executed.
tion of estates of deceased persons.
House bill No. 226. "An uct to en ca (Alaska) is purchased from Hus-si- a
for the sum of $7,200,000.
Hou't think that plies can't be
able the board of county commission1898 President requested permis- cured. Thousands of obstinate cases
ers of the county of Colfax to dission of Spain to relieve reconcentra-do- s, have been cured by Doan's Ointment.
pose of certain county property."
50 cents at any drug store.
which was granted.
Council bill No. 41, A general act
relating to negotiable Instruments.
Being an act to establish a law uniform with the taws of other states on
that subject."
Council bill No. 23. "An act pro
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
viding for tlie Hiking of depositions
of witnesses in the territory of Newm. m. HALL. Proprietor
Mexico, for use In a foreign state,
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftterritory or county."
ings. Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
House bill No. 144, An act pro
viding for a fund for disabled fireFronts for Building.
men, their widows and orphans and
Itopmlro on Mining mn4 mm Mmohlnory m tpoolmlty
for other purposes."
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. U.
House bill No. 103, An uct to pro
hibit expectoration upon sidewalks,
public places,
unit paths in
cities, towns and villages, In the ter
ritory of New Mexico, and for other
purposes.
AND
House substitute for house bill No.
WE FILL
29, "An act to amend chapter 38 of
legislative
the ucts of the thirty-fift- h
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
assembly of New Mexico," relative
to offices of officials In county seat
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEHouse bill No. 186. "An act to preAt Consistent
NUE
vent the sale of Intoxicating liquors
NEXT TO BANK OF
to Indians."
COMMERCE.
Prices
249,
bill
No.
Conference committee
"An act providing funds and making
h
appropriations fur the
and
sixtieth fiscal years, and for other
Now
purposes."
Reported by conference
committee.
House bill No. 223, "An act to
amend chapter 97 of the session laws
before the Maes
green and climbing: in your way,are
of 1905," relative to condemnation of
before the flowers
la ml by telephone and telegraph comwill shame
the appearance of your
building-- . 'Twill be a better job
panies and for other purposes.
Heer Hall Place of Recreation.
House substitute for house bill No.
will do no harm to your plants. and
Aa
116, "An net providing for registrato the paint itself, you can get none
tion of births mid deaths, and for
better lots worse than If your buyWines Liquors and Cigars
Class
First
ing of paints, oils, varnishes, putty
other purposes,"
etc., is done at
Council bill No. 131, "An act to
provide for the refunding to certain
counties of the excess amount paid
TELEPHONE, at 2
Into the territorial treasury under
ami by virtue of section 9, chapter
RIO
GRANDE LUMBER GO.
99. of the laws of 1903."
Council bill No. 128, "An act proO O O O
dding funds and making appropriaCorner Third and Marquette
tions for the traveling expenses of
Finest Whiskies
tile district judges and clerks of the
.
district courts of the tenitney nil.
New Mexico."
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
Council bill No. 95, "An act
to
"OLD P.ELIABLE."
i
BARNETT,
PfopV.
ESTABLISHED itTl. fi
amend section 2. of chapter 9, of the
JOSEPH
legislative
acts of the thirty-fourt- h
SAM PL AND '
assembly of New Mexico, relating to
railroads."
t 2 0 West Railroad Avenue
CLUB ROOMS
Council bill No. 133. "An act to
n
provide for the rew-toof the laws
of the territory of New Mexico."
?
V
Council bill No. 113. entitles "An
act to f.iciliate the collection of poll
5
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
J. D. Eakla, president.
and mad taxes, by requiring the emCnsi. Mellut,
ployer of the persons liable therefore
O. Qloml. Vice Pregldeov
O. Btcbechl. Treanrer.
to pay such taxes and deduct the
Carries the largt and Most Exclusive Stock of Stat.le Groceries In
amount thereof from the wages of
C
In the Southwest.
such employes."
Council bill No. 132, "an act profiling for the assessment of sheep
Successors to
,
t
to
FARM AND
and for
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI & GIOMI.
other purposes."
WMOLKBALC
OKALCB3
IN
1,111
mis,1C9.
II.
No.
"An
act to
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M. 3
amend section 1527, of the compiled
laws
New .Mexico," relative to
of
nev
.school districts.
House bill No. 36, "An act creatWo k$P ovorythlng la Hock to outfit tht
ing tlie oft ice of Inspector of w eights
moil foitldlous tor eomploto
and measures In the soeral counties
THE
of the territory of New Mexico."
appointed sxcluslvs agents In th Southwirt for Jos. I.
been
Hv
House hubstitute for house bill No.
B.
A.
Schlitz,
C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis
107. "An act to revi-and systematize
Green River, . H. McBreyer'e Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Montin- - schmd laws of the territory
of
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
arch, and ither standard brands of whiskies toe numerous to mention.
New Mexico, and for other purposes."
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
60
No.
Coin
"An
to
hill
nit
laer'.ee,
Hut sell tbe s'.rslfbt article as receive,! ly us from tte best
Lumber, Glass, Cement an j Rex Flintkofe Roofing
an act of tile thirl) sixth legisDistil. tries and Breweries '.n tb Urlred Stst a. Call and toset oar
assembly of the territory
lative
of
..
writ
price
tor
or
Stock and Prices,
blet.
ii
ll.uetrittd Csulme and
Mexico
.Htlr!
ict authoriFirst and Marquette
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Usued to dealers only.
zing county commissioners to lev
t house and Jail bullu- a tax for
1!'07."
Council
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Appointed Officials Husband Caught at EI Paso
Assume Offices- - Notaries
and Wife at Las
Public Appointed.
Cruces.

Go-Ca-

i
fUIRtUt

rURNtTUREICO

SsecessM ta J. D.

mmons

will waul lo bo will dressed on Master Sin. ly, untl
Clothes are l eaiy for .i vice. Correct In cut, right In
In M and finish. Kraal to the Custom tailor s production
price.
We shall b pleased to show vnu.

Santa Fe, N. M., March 26. Tho
ronowing have been annointed nniar
les public by Governor llairermnnjose Antonio Lucero, of Espanola,
rnua county: Antonio Jo.enh
inu
of OJo Callente. Taos rotmtv:
dro C. Martinet!, of Taos, Taos county; Charles C. Royall, of Sliver City,
Grant county.
improvement at Federal Bnlldlnjr.
Internal Revenue (Nillector iim-dshar has been granted authority to
receive bids for the pointing of the
stone coping enclosing the grounds at
the federal building and for painting
the iron fence.
These Improvement!!
will be made after the new cement
sidewalk which Is to be built around
the oval Is completed.
Work on this
Ridewalk
will
probably commence
AprlJ 1.
ev (Ifliclals Assume Positions.
Robert P. Krvien. of (iavton mil
Vernon L. Sullivan, of Carlsbad, re- commissioner of public lands and territorial irrigation engineer, respectively, entered upon the discharge of their
duties Saturday.
They both found
the offices to which they were appointed In tlrst class shape and rec
ords and accounts accurate.
Mr.
Krvien was appointed as successor to
A. A. Keen, and Mr. Sullivan suc
ceeds David M. White.
Hon. Jacobo
Chaves, who has been appointed ter
ritorial insurance commissioner, will
protiainy not take charge of the ottiee
for several weeks.
How to Remain Younir.
To continue young In health
and
strength, do as Mrs. N. F. Bowan
McDonough, Ga., did.
says:
She
'Three bottle of Electric Bitters cur
ed me of chronic liver and stomach
trouble complicated with such an
unhealthy condition
of the blood
that my skin turned red as flannel.
I am now practically 20 years younger than before I took Electric Bitters. I can now do nil my work with
ease and assist in my husband's
store."
Guaranteed at all dealer.
Price 50c.

Kl Paso. March 26. With the ar
rest of Mrs. A. P. Bheliirhlld, by the
sheriff of Las Cru ces, N. M., and with
the arrest of A. P. Rhelnchlld in this
city by Detective James Dwyer and
Deputy Constable Juan Franco, the
police believe tney nave the two who
secured M75 worth of diamonds and
other articles of value from Mrs. W
F. Aldrldge, residing In apartments at
the Bassett building, corner of Stun- ton and St. Louis streets.
Tho alleged robbery Is said to have
occurred about ten days ago when
Mrs. Rhelnchlld was nursing
Mrs.
Aldridges' sister, who was III from
pneumonia.
Rhelnchlld was arrested and with a search warrant tho
the
olllcers searched
Bhtinchlld
premises at 417 North Kl Paso street,
securing silver spoons, a silk waisi
According to
and oilier articles.
Detective Dwyer, Rhiluihild first deFashioned Apparel
nied the allegations, but later con
TMI WAtHIMUTON CO.
fessed.
atr ross
His wife has been musing at l.a
Cruces, and the olllcers wired the
sheriff at that place. Deputy Con
stable Franco left Sunday night for
Worked I.Ike a Thann.
Ma Cruces nnd Monday morning a
Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that
elegram came from the sheriff that spicy
Journal,
the Enterprise, Louisa,
Mrs. Bheinchild was under arrest.
Va., says: "I ran a nail in my foot
The diamonds have not been
ast week and at once applied Buck- en's Arnica Salve. No Intlnrnmnilnn
followed;
salve simply healed the
C liainlx'i I11I11 s
Colic,
Cholera aud wound." the
Heals every sore, burn and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
skin disease. Cuaranteed
nt
all
This remedy has been In use
over thirty years and has proved It dealers. ;3c.
self to be the most successful remPROPOSALS FOR BRICK DOR
ecly yet discovered for bowel com
Department of the Inter
plaints. It never fails. Sold by al MITORY.
ior,
Office of Indian Affairs. Washing
druggists.
ton, D. C, Feb. 19, 1907.
Sealed
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION. proposals, plainly marked on the out
side of the sealed envelope, "Pro
f tho City Council of
,l' Authority
posals for Dormitory at Santa Fe
the Clly of Albuquerque, N. ,
School, New Mexico," and addressed
Notice Is hereby given that an elec- to the Commissioner of Indian Af
tion will be held in the city of Albufairs, Washington, D. C, will
re
querque, New Mexico, on Tuesday. ceived ut the Indian Office untilbe two
April 16, 1907, betweeji the hours of o clock p. m. of March 21. 1907.
for
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock
p. m.,
and delivering the ne
of said day, at the following voting furnishing
cessary materials and lubor required
places:
to construct and complete a brick
First Ward City hall.
A NEW LAW FIRM
Second Ward Office
Chas. dormitory with plumbing, steam heat
of
Chadtvlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
and electric lighting nt the Santa
Third Ward Office of Justice of Fe school. New Mexico, in strict ac
?
George
Peace,
Craig.
CARLSBAD
South Third cordance with plans, specifications
,.,...
.
street.
.,..
'
L"
"
,VT,
Fourth Ward At No. 118 North "mny
bo
examined
office,
at
this
the
Third street.
The new firm of Gatewood & Arm
Bulle-o- f
At which said election the question offices of the "Improvement
strong has flung its shingle to the
authorizing the Issuance of Thirty tin," Minneapolis, Minn.; "American
breeze, that being the name of the Thousand (130,000) Dollars of bonds Contractor,' 'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen,"
latest legal combination in Kddy j of the said City of Albuquerque. New Albuquerque, N. M.;
"New Mexican."
..-i,ieAico .un. Mexico, to erect and build
a city
Fe, N. M.: "Evening Herald."
Mr. (iatewood, who is now of
l.
building, will be submitted to the Santa
Durango,
Colo.;
Builders' and TradIs too well known as the leading qualltled voters of said city, who are
ers Exchnnges at Omaha, Neb., St.
criminal lawyer of the west to re- the owners of real or personal
quire especial mention, and the suave erty, subject to taxation, withinprop
Paul,
Wis.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.:
the
and politic county judge, J. W. Arm- said City of Albuquerque, New
Northwestern
Asso.,
Manufacturers'
strong, of Kddy county, Is also qulta
St. Paul. Wis; U. S. Indian Waregenerally regarded as a gentleman of
I have hereunto houses, at Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha
In
witness
whereof
brilliant acumen and undoubted In- set my hand and caused to be alllxed
tegrity.
Such a combination as this the seal of the City of Albuquerque, and New York, and at the school.
For further information apply to C.
should be a winner, for (Jatewood can New Mexico.
J. crandall, Supt., Santa Fe, N. M
always be depended upon to furnish
McKEE,
FRANK
C.
the extreme in legal talent, while wft
F. LARBABEE, Acting Commis
Mayor.
all know that Armstrong's honesty Is Attest:
sioner.
unquestioned.
So clients may alHARRY F. LKE.
ways be secure in obtaining the best
City Clerk.
Deafnsa Cannot Be Cured
as well as the most learned in the
by local applications,
(SEAL.)
as they cannot
law line when employing (Iatewood
diseased portion or tne ear.
itauo
ins
A.
Armstrong.
way
Is
only
one
There
to cure deafness,
Cause of StontuiTi Trouble.
that Is bv constitutional mmMiiH
The partnership agreement
does
When a man has trobule with hn and
Deafness Is
by an Inflamed condi
not Include practice in the probate stomach
you may know that he is tion t tne caused
mucous lining or
Eus
court.
eating more than he should or of tachlnn Tube. When this tub latheinflam,
you
ed
have
rumbling
a
Impersound
or
some
food
or
article
of
not
drink
...
fect hearing, and when It la entirely
suited to his age or occupation, or closed.
"1
.
T
Deafness Is the result, and unHarmon, of Llzemore, West that his bowels
habitually
are
less
the inflammation can be taken out
Va- - says:
"At last I have found the constipated.
Take
Chamberlain's
and
this
tube restored to lta n
perfe(,t ""l1 th.at "ever disappoints Stomach and Liver Tablets to regu- union, nearing
win bo destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
'"f.i .a,.,d fo.r. the. b.ene?t of oth"" late the bowels and Improve
the Catarrh,
which
wnn
ana
typnoid
amicieu
but an Inflamliver
digestion and see If the
does ed condition of laihnnothing
miimua nrroM
chronic constipation, will say: take not disappear. Ask for trouble
sama
free
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
Dr. King's New Life Pills."
Guar ple. Sold by all druggists.
any case or ueainess (caused by catarrh)
"ic at all deal- anteed satisfactory.
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
ers.
j
Subscribe for The Evening cltixcn. Cure. Send for circulars free.

The Washington Clothing
Sack Suit., Top Coat., $15, $18. $20, $25, $27 50, $30
Dnw VrK Dees Trousers Correct
Choice-- and Exclusive llabrr-- .
lasher y. . Everything to make you a
well dressed Man on Farter Morning.
Kvery Boy, also, will want something new for Easter. A suit, Top
Coat, Hat, Shirt, Tie, Gloves, etc., etc.
Mats,

ln.

WtmnlVIHift

WHATMOVINB OFiUNCLE JOHNEY'S

LETTER TO

CITRUS FRUIT

H

MEANS

Over 10.000 Cars Werej And ;the General's Rhyming
Reply Thereto. Furnish Good
Shipped Between January
Reading to Public.
and March 6.
great deal has boon ami Is being
writlJ l)j newspapt'i s ivnai'lhiK the
A

(California, ami of the clanger that the
crop eannot be moved In time to pre- vent the fruit becoming a loss to the
grower, the railroads coming in for

a great amount of criticism at the
hands of the growers and shippers,
Kiiys the San Bernardino Sun.
(reneral Agent W. R.
Mat unlay
Dowler, of the. Santa Fe, exhibited
some figures on the movement of orange and other citrus fruits from
California this (season which would
seem to Indicate that the shipments
are gulng out fully as rapidly as in
pairt years, especially so when it Is
considered that scarcely any fruit
was slipped this season before Jan
uary 1. when In past years as many
aa 6000 cars have been sent out of
Southern California for the holiday
trade alone, the fact that the fruit
was late In maturing this season Is
what i causing the trouble now, to
move it more rapidly,
Mr. Dowler pointed out that the
figures compiled by the "Fruit
World" of Los Angeles, an admitted
authority show that to date this season a. total of 9, .15 3 cars of oranges
slave been shipped, and 1 1 3H cars of
lemons to March 1. Last year to
the same date the orange shipments
amounted to 10,90a cars, and lemons
1368 cars. Thus the shipments this
year on that date were 1352 ears be
hind those of last year, a difference
that would have been more than
made up by the holiday shipments
had they been made as usual this sea

son.

For the week ending March 19
this month, the shipments of citrus
fruits out of Southern (California
were 1145 ears. For the same seven
days last season there were shipped
527
half that number,
less than
cars, and for the same seven days In
1904, the movement out of Southern
California was 879 cars, and tnat was
the mason of the largest crop on
record.
"Thus you see." said Mr. Dowler.
"that the shipments are moving
along rapidly and are now going out
much faster than in any of the previous years. With two or three more
weeks like the past one, the shipments should pass those of any previous year at this date. I expect to
have 74 cars to distribute In my territory tomorrow, Sunday, with a still
better supply in sight for the coming
week, and hope to keep a good lot
of fruit movng out of this territory."
admitted
Mr. Dowler
However.
that the railroad was pushed to the
limit to secure cars, owing to the
congested condition of the roads all
over the country, which makes the
handling of cars very slow, so that
the life of a railroad man who has
to deal with the shippers is not one
of pleasantness. He denied many of
the charges that are being hurled
miscellaneously at the men who have
the distribution of the cars in their
hands, and insisted that every shipper is being deat .with absolute
fairness so far as the 'supply of cars
will go. And In proof of the statement that fruit moving pointed to
the amount of shipments for the
past two weeks, which as shown
above, are far in excess of those for
the same periods In the past seasons.

Albuquerque,
March

i
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City,
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lirm'ler'

never was my pleasure before
10 auenu a reception where the re
were so deserving In my
. elplents
opinion as yourself and Mr. Ross
were.
Mr. Boss because
of
the great
sense of justice that he had at the
time of the impeachment of President Johnson, and more especially
for the great exhibition of moral
courage that it, took for him to take
a stand that he so well knew would
ostracise him from his fellows.
And you because that you have
never lost sight of the injustice that
was done your comrade. Because you
have patiently awaited the pavcho-logic.moment when the great state
of Kansas would recognize the wrong
It did an honest man.
And you, because once again the
man In overalls has demonstrated
that they cover a heart that most
always has beaten true to the love
of "humanity, and that yours Is one
of the greatest of these.
It demonstrates that we will not
make a mistake by putting our trust
in the men who live close to nature
there w'e find truth.
And again I want to express my
thankfulness at having been permitted to take part in expressing a little of my ndmlratlon for two noble
men, both of whom I consider choice
works of God. and at being able to
attend the first reception ever given
to a man In overalls.
And I say, air honor to tne men
In overalls.
Fraternally yours.
JOHNEY 11. BEARKUP.
President Bio Grande Woolen Mills
11
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Ros-wel-

Albuquerque, N. M.,
March IT., 1907.

Hon. Johney Bearrup,
-

i

Is the joy of the household, for without
it no happiness can be omplete. How
sweet the picture of mother and babe!
Angels smile at and commend the
No, no, brother don't be fooled,
stand up for Albuoueroue.
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
And when pure wool Is washed and
bending
over the cradle. The ordeal through
spooled
which the expectant mother must pass, howWeil all enjoy the turkey.
.s ever, the Kansas Hermit.
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that she
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
Saved Her Sou's Lire.
The happiest mother in the little the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs. S. Ruppee. Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of child,
She writes: "One year ago my son birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
was down with such serious lunc liniment for external use
only, which toughens and renders pliable all
trouble that our physician was unable to help him: when, bv our me puns, itnu ussisis nature in
druggist's advice I began giving him its sublime work. By its aid
ut. jvings .New Discovery, and I thousands of women have
soon noticed Improvement.
I kept
Miss Maggie daughter of Mr. and this treatment
up for a few weeks passed this great crisis in perMrs. Geo. Atkins, of Trinidad, and when he was perfectly
well.
He has fect safety and without pain.
Charles Herndon, of I a Junta, were worked steadily since at carpente
joined in marriage in Katon Monday, work.
King's
Dr.
New
Discoverv
March 1. at i o'clock in he after- saved his life." Guaranteed best Sold at ft .00 per bottle by druggist.
of priceless value to all women sent free
noon. The ceremony was performed cough
cold cure by all dealers.
at the M. K. parsonage by Kev. W. ouc unaandi.uu.
mruoncLD meeuLron oo.. ah,
Trial bottle free.

Every Woman
ana tiioalri know
uwvmiu'a
Vbout Uut uiil.a1Hrll
tMARVELWhlrlinoSpray

OTH ECU'S
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The forms for the concrete work
at Needles, Cal.,
are being erected as rapidly as possible and the
being
placed and the concrete work started.
Nearly all the foundations have been
completed and some of the forms for
the columns and the decorative work
have been received ami have been
placed. The building now begins to
assume proportions which are interesting, particularly to the pessimist
who thought the building would never be erected.
on the Harvey house

Lantry. who has the couiiact
to bore the new
tunnel through
Raton mountain for the Santa Fe, Is
on the ground with his outht and has
commenced the preliminary work for
the big bore on the Katon side of th'?
that it will
mountain. It is
take alut one jear to complete ih-work
1). 1.. Holmes went to Hallup last
wok to straighten out the trouble ill
the yards there, which has been on
That Ken will have
fur roinii time.
shape in a Mim-things in iirt-clas- s
time is a sure tlihit.-- . as he is without
doubt the best V.ll dlnast. T M the
C. J.
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Good Friday.

March
March

'

Is offered for the capture of Ai
tlmo .Pettlne, the murderer of Ben- detto Berardlnelll. Crime was committed In Albuquerque Monday, Feb

Easter Sunday.
ruary 4.
Memorial Day of G. A. R.
C. A. and C. GRA.NDB.
The News No pure rru
cough
laws would bo needed, If all cough
cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
( urc is and has been for 20 veara
AND CURE
LUNGS
The national law now renufres ihnf if
any poisons enter into a cough mix
WITH
ture, it must be printed on the label
or pacKage. For this reason mothern.
and others, should Insist on having
ur. hiioop s Cough Cure. No poison
mams on Dr. Shoop's labels and
none in the medicine, else It must by
ONSUMPTION "
Price
law be on the label. And It's not only
0UGH8an4
G0cft$f.OO
FORC
saie. nut it is said to be by those that
OLDS
Fret Trial.
know It best, a truly remarkable
COUCh remedy.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
Take no rh.inra nor
tlculaiiy with your children. Insist on
THROAT and LUNG TROUBnavmg Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
with others and see No Dolson marks
there. You can always be on the safe MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
PILLS
;suie uy demanding Dr. Shoop'a Cough
They overcome Weakness
Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
larity anil oitilrnnft,m
rww vtffusT
a ltd hanlult -- paina of mritwOtMt-t.on.otner. sold by all druggists.
Tliey
Lifts Saver
31

May 30

KILLthe COUGH
thk

Dr. line's

Discovery

Nov

!

xi

mm

2LaMv

FOB

womanhood, niUhikt
tofflrlutt
velnprnrntrtf uriran nrl ImmIt. Hal
known IVmrHf fnr wtmn atrrB
thfm. 'annrt rio harm lif b

mii.

DON

ry
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ANN

MOTTCHF1IICAT
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J. RANKIN

SOW

& CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL BSTATB
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 4(1.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldln

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

INSUANCK.
Secretary Mutual

management
Xf L':lve. ,akeu th
of the Standard Plumbing- - St Heating
....uMjr unu asK our mends and
me. puonc to give us their patronage
,,, P
uA .nrumi :
nnd InsurA- t ... ."d
US
done right and the charges will
will be
JOSKPH W. HESSELDEN.

at

W. E.

MAUGEtt

The...
"SHORT LINE"

217

IVOOL

with Raube and Maugar
Office, 115 North First Si.
ALBUQUERQUE, If. M.

15AI.PJI DUNBAR.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

Building AanocSsv
West Railresk

lion. Office
avenue.

v

-

rori a

omAoi

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
ana cigars. Place your orders fe
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD 8T.

to the mining camps of
Utah and Nevada; to Colorado.
Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo. Is
by way of Santa Fe. N. M.,
and
tne

Cm Bic for nnnatarkl
itrbftrtfMtiAflmmtioiiat
irritations or ulcoratioo
of micoii mambraD.

er miii la alala
UlrcalM

mi

DENVER

m

...

MEN AND WOMEN.

THIRD STREET

Moat Markot

raapar.
ai a, lui

ea taaoatt.

&

RIO GRANDE

Fresh and fiaJt lfaata,
Steam Sanaage Factory.
KM It. KfJEN WORT
Masonic Building, North Third Str

RAILROAD

through the fertile San
valley; also to the San JuanLuis
country
of Colorado.

For information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.
eii-rn-

l

S. K. HOOPEK,
Passenger
Ticket Agent
Penver, Colo.

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
12
Rooms
and 14 Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 1M.
Give us your ROUGH DRV wwrft.
and get it back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
Monday,
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BELKN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OK ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FP.OM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS.
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

I COME

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of Santa Fe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-off

The Belen Town and Improvement

j

0

T

STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
D GRAND
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116. COO; f'HURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF l..r,00 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS: THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN" Till'. NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
KST1MTED.
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Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
,0HN BECKER, Pies
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Al l.

Railway Center
I

AST

LIMITED

EXPRESS.

MAIL

AND

h:i:k;ht trains op this santa fe will co

OVKU THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEKlis.
PURCHASE
MONEY

Im-

WM. M. 8ER.3EF, Sec

fl
fl
fl
fl
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TO BELEN. M. IM,
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Fine Clothing and Furnishing

All Kinds of

Ah jour dnivritt for
y
If
cannot
ami jiim'

fjA.,,.

OM COflVfH- -
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and

MANDELL
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F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Sold by all Druggists. Tto?0'
Take Hall s family Pll for

--

Reece. in the presence of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Vaughn, of San Marcial;
of the
Miss Bessie Atkins, sister
bride, and Miss Bertha Hlsdon, of
Raton. The bride is a well known
society young lady In Baton, having
lived there for a number of years.
The groom Is an employe of the Santa Fe at La Junta, In which city they
Mr. Atkins
will make their home.
formerly lived at Sun Marcial and i
quite well Known nere.

V

Man or Hoy, when wearing our Clothing, you'll look right
feel right.
When you buy here, you pay right.

I

Co..

Foreman of the Grand Jurv fori
Bernalillo County, N. M.
Dear BrotherI bsive tn'h..nk
f..- - ,
letter of March 23rd. and to sav that
I can not see what you
to
gain bv vimr irlorltic.it I,. n ,.r extct
th.
ails
It is, indeed, a .shallow pate.
A blind and slavish spirit
That's too much struck on real estate
To see or know real merit.
Is It the cover of the book,
The feathers on the turkev.
That most attract the wise, good cook
Now, here, In Albuquerque ?

Washington

The boy should certainly appear at
his best on this occasion. We can
clothe Boy as well as the Man.

--

M..
110

and

111

-

W, V.

May

...VPl

Go-Ca- rt

2

an Kas ir Greeting to nil Its frlerx
Spring bring toil nothing but Snn

ONE-THIR-

cash.

two-third-

s

may remain on note,

with mortgage security for one year,
with s per cent interest thereon.
apply at ' e for maps and prices if
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YOU WISH To SECURE THE CHOICEST l.oTS
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PERSONAL
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Krin:u

WEST RAILROA D AVE.

Tit UN

No.

No.
No

Coll .shoe
Colt Oxfords

Vlcl Kid ami Hot fair Slim'i .
Mel Kid mill Hox Calf Oxfords

Women's

1'unni Kid

3.00 to
a ;. to
s no to

.
.

Mm

.i.oo
2 ro
2.50
1.7.

Women's Vlcl Kill SI iocs. , .
Women' Vlcl Kill Oxfords.

4

On time.

I.. Morrill,

of Kansas I'lly. is in

M

Iter-nalill-

1.00

KdKur Cloebcl. of Helen, is upendIn the city.
V. M. dough, of San Marclal, Is u
business visitor to the city.

i oo
a in

ing the day

A. 1). Coleman, the electrician, left
last nlKht on a business trip to Sil
ver City.
Attorney ('has. V. O. Ward, of Las
Vegan, was an Albuquerque visitor
yesterday.
Territorial Traveling Auditor '. V.
Safford Is down from the city of San-

r.6

to
to
to
to

;

lbsbrc. of Iji Jiintn, is 'o
town today.
John A. Mci'nlic. if iiniili;i. Ni li .
Is In the city.
Dr. t'hirke was iIomu from
yesterday.
J. J. Iturk. of Ijiimar. i'olo. Is .i
business visitor in the city.
Horn, yesterdny, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Anderson, a girl.
F.

:i.ro to $i.no
.

tlm.

p.
m

7
On
9 n time
8
12:55 a in
4 p. in
2

the city.

To wear a shabby pair of shoos on Easier and thereby
u new dress or milt, la certainly misplaced economy and
waste, particularly no w hen you can buy the newest and
stylo at such extremely !.v. prices as we are offering them.
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Traveling Auditor C. V. Sui'lonl, of
the Santa Fe, Is down from the city
of Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. I.,. IV liyrit and Mrs.
It. J. MclJulre. all of Helen, are in
the city today.
Florence Jtobcrls is playing "The
Strength of the Weak" at F.I Paso
this week.
Hurry Putchiu returned to Kl Paso
Monday to resume ills duties as mall
clerk on the Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Haw'lcy returned yesterday from a pleasant
visit to friends at Iteriiallllo.
Members of the Albuquerque
club will meet lihs evening at Moon's studio, for practice.
The St. John's fiuild will meet tomorrow afternoon in the vestry
rooms of St. John's Episcopal church.
Messrs. Uyron Nugent and E. A.
Ballard, representative business men
of t. IjoiiIs, are In the city for a brief
stay.
Attorney o. N. Marron is enjoying
a visit from his brother,
Thomas
Marron, who arrived yesterday from
New York.
Mrs. Jiufllo Kd wards, who ban been
visiting her brother, H. J. Kehder,
left on the flyer last light for her
City.
home In Salt
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. Primltlvo
Metzgur, of Pajaiito, a baby boy. The
young man arrived
yesterday and
w eighs ten poo rids.
S. K. Busser. superintendent
of
reading rooms for the Santa Fe, was
In Albuquerque
yesterday,
accompanied by his daughter.
Judge A. J. Abbott of .Simla Fe. attorney for the Pueblo Indians, arrived
In Albuquerque yesterday and will remain for a week on legal business.
C. W. Fairfield, representing t.evi
Hughes, the wool and hide buyer of
Santa Fe. returned to the Ancient
City last night, after a short stay in
the city.
Manuel It. Otero, register of the
Tnlted States land office at Santa Fo,
who spent Sunday In Albuquerque
with his family, returned yesterday
to Santa Fe.
Hoy t'orhan leaves tonight
for
Pueblo, to report to Manager Seele,
of the Pueblo Indians.
Hoy's many
Albuquerque friends and admirers
wish him luck.
Contractor John Hart Is making
preparations to go to F.ngle, N. M.
with a force of Journeymen, to complete a contract he has for the construction of a large building there.
Hev. Hugh A. Cooper and
Rev.
John Mordy left last night for Uem-Into attend a meeting of the New
Mexico Presbytery, which is in session there.
They left with hopes of
returning Friday morning.
The rear of the building on the
corner of Third street and Railroad
avenue, occupied by the Rosenwald
dry goods store, Is being repaired.
The partitions, doors and windows
are to be replaced with new ones.
Fruit growers of the Hlo Grande
valley fear considerable damage to
fruit If a frost follows the oresent
mild weather, which has resulted in
causing peach, apricot and pear trees

BRICHAM
Headquarters

C. N.
2nd.

for Coffee

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 25c and 35c per lb.
1 lb. tins. 4 5c.

I
I

tins, 85c.
.tins. J 1.00.

b.
lb

Capitol Coffee
l

-- To.

tucket,

with

premium,

11.00.

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

"i

b.

b.

Something unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c.

CEO. W. HICKOX

T. T. MATTVARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEVVFLERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

SECOND

HARDWARE

ST.

GO.

Tinners

32.323W.R.R.Ave.

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Savin
Ice Pads

.Line of
Refrig-

erators

.mm

White

g,

Ice
Cream

is the
most
complete
in the city

Freezers

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both'in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catcher. Our prices the lowest

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Watches, Jewelry, Cat Olui. Ciocss
pour trade and guarantee A SQUARE DCAl
DUffiOBdt

AVE

ri:

'

ngi. with an ugly wound on his head,
as though he had been struck by a
piece of flying nteel from his own anvil, or else from the blow of an asH
sassin
never rallied from the
shock
H li important that every business man and property owner In Albuquerque attend the territorial fair
meeting to be held tonight over
cafe. Officer lire to be elected
for the coming fair and other Important matters are to be discussed.
Mrs. Frank Zlnk, for several yenrs
a resident of Estancla, Is visiting her
brother, J. H. Fenner. of south Hroad-wn- y
After a few rtnvs' stav in this
city, Mrs. Zlnk will leave for Douglas
where here husband occupies the position of master mechanic In the
railroad shops.
Services will be held each evening
this week at the First Methodist
church.
F.ach address will be illustrated
with beautiful stereoptlcon
views.
These services are absolutely
free itnil the public is invited. The
service begins at s o'clock and continues one hour.
The attention of the Knights of Columbus Is called to the funeral of Dr.
('. II. Klehl. which will take
place
from Strongs undertaking pallors to
the church of the Immaculate Conception tomorrow. Wednesday morning. Knights please assemble at the.
undertaking parlors at 8:30 a. m.
Mrs. Frank L. Albright, of 315
West Lead avenue, left last night on
the limited for New York. Mrs. Albright will Join her daughter, Miss
Claude Albright. In New York city,
and together they will sail for Italy,
where the latter will study nnd sing
They expect to be absent from America six months.
The Congregational church choir
will render the cantata, "Christ the
let or. by Dudley liuck, Raster Sun
day, both morning and evening. This
cantata Is the story of the resurree
tlon in song.
The soloists lire Mrs.
Sllbernagle,
Mr.
Mrs
Washburn,
Reynolds, Mr. Lambert
Mr
and
tiuiild.
William Store, claiming St. Louis
as his home, was locked up last
night, charged with being drunk an
disorderly.
The man was creating
some disturbance on the iSt urges corner when arrested. He paid his tine
ot xiu this morning and was liber
ated. Store had 148. f.O on Ills per
son when arrested.
A special meeting of
the Retail
Merchants' association is called by
the president for 7; 3(1 tonight. W. R
P.rown, of the Santa Fe railroad, Is
here and will speak to the merchants
on the question
of freight rates.
Please be prompt us he will attend
the meeting of the fair association
afterwards, W. D. Clayton, secretary.
Hans Hanson puffed smoke In the
eyes of. the villain last night In the
same clever way that he did a year
ago, and yodled In the same sweet
tones. The company Is the same tha
was here a year ago. with one or two
changes, and equally as pleasing
The house last night was about half
tilled, ho same bill will be repeated
tonight.
Klbert Spurck and family ami Miss
Rosa Hrown, of Santa Ana. Cal., and
Daniel Patchln, of Lewlstown, Mo
spent
Sunday with the latter's
brother. Dr. Patchln, of this city. On
Monday the Spurck family returned
west, while Mr. Patchln continued
toward Itaming. to which place he
was en route with two carloads of
fine Hereford cattle.
R. F.. Pellow, manager of the Al
varado, proposes to rejuvenate the
old custom people of Albuquerque
uscl to have of dining at the Harvey
house after attending the theater and
evening entertainment.
Six years
ago Mr. Pellow was manager of the
little red eating house that stood next
to Railroad avenue, by the railroad
tracks, and every night saw tardy-to-be- d
people dining there. He Is going
to make the Alvarado lunch counter
attractive to them in the same old

I fie

ROOM

lm.

AUCTION

lY ORPLR

OK TIIK. DISTIUCT
COURT.
Wednesday, March 27th, at 1:30
o clock p. in., In the Harnett build
ing, I will sell at public auction the
complete furnishings of an
pool and billiard room, consisting of
one combination billiard and pool
table and three straight pool tables.
Inlaid cues, racks, balls, twenty-fou- r
Original cost wasj
metal chairs, etc.
about $1,500. It will positively go to
the highest bidder for cash.
SCOTT KNIGHT. Receiver,

jOur 15th Birthday

te

Just fifteen years ago fhls .reek, we
More in this city.

oened our present

Otir success lias Is'cn most gratifying.
Wc arc proud of tho bustne-sstns well
as tho reputation we Iiotc established
and take this occasion to thank oar
friends and patron fo their generous
patronage during all these years. We
will endeavor In tlie future to merit
tlie confldiMico of the people by
giving every one a square rfel.
Just ns we lime done In the pnnt.
,

o

The Juvenile Minstrels at the opera
house Monday, April 1st, under the
direction of Miss Rella Sinclair,
promises to be the star attraction of
the season.

aL-w-

If you want a good laugh and are
looking for an evening of fun and
pleasure, go to the Juvenile Minstrels
nt the opera house Mondav night,
April 1st.
o

Ve

Miss l'lillhrick's) KliiOtrgnrtcn
is now located In the Woman's club

building, (14 West Gold avenue. Nev7
pupils will be received nt any time
during the remainder of this month.

Our birthday by gnlng away free
of charge during the last week of this
month a fine fancy rest, worth from
$200 to $5.50, with every man's stilt
ptirchnMcd at our store. Our Spring:
stock of suits Isj practically complete.
We have a fine line of tlie famous Hart
Schafrncr & Mnrx Suits, which are in
mir opinion the best clothes on earth
for tho money. IVIces $14.00 to $20.00.
We also show u new line of Hoy's and
Youths' Suit, nt ery reasonable

COAL

Gentilnc American block, per
on
$e.M
Ccrrllloa Lump
$0.50
Anthracite Nut
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stoTe .and .furnace
sizes
$9.50
Ciena Gas Coke
$6.00
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load.

.. .$2.25

HAHN & CO.

IV. H.

Both

Phone.

CT INI

JHL

Will Celebrate

10 lbs. Nice

TIEIBM
S
t Y SilTvJOM
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. I'. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.
$1.00.

MI A

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and CopptAv:, Tel. 74

Hardware Merchants
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
SADDLERY

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING
HARNESS

MACHINES

AGENTS FOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements
'

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

-

Winona Wagon

way.

Reason Discovered.
"I have Just discovered why it is
there Is so little snow In the streets
of New York-".- .
"Proceed."
"There are so many warm Thaws
there."
New spring styles In women's canvas oxfords, white or gray, low or
high heels. They have big eyelets
and ribbon ties. Prices range from
11.60 to $2.00. V. May's shoe store,
314 West Railroad avenue.
o

Vol' WILL

KIN 1 1 IT AT

Til K

M.VA--

Hoes from 20 to

:

7fc

Spades and shovels, 50c to
J 1.25
Rakes from 25 to
50c
Spading forks. 60c to
$1.00
Hay forks, 35c to
$1.10
Wheel barrows
$3.25
Counter scales
$4.50
Fre.sli hams, per lb
14c
Kansas eggs, per dose
20c
3 lbs. fresh crisp soda crackers. . 25c
LO IllOKSOIll.
IS lbs., of sugar for
$ 1.00
Clinton J. Craudall, superintendent 2 pkgs of coffee
35c
of the United States Indian training High patent guaranteed flour. .. $1.25
7
lbs of washing soda
school near Santa Fe, who arrived
26c
We want a boy for store and deyesterday, will remain for several
days on legal matters pertaining to livery wagon work.
his charges.
TIIK MAZK.
The tliunsfeUl building on First
W in. KIKKK, Proprietor.
street, which has been undergoing
o
repairs, Is almost completed.
The
Did you ever sea electric lights lit
plate glass front was put In yesterwithout wires? Marconi wireless Is
day and the building is now receiving doing
this evening at 8: IS, at Co.
the finishing touches of the painters loinbo ithall.
Free.
and decorators.
o
Alvln Clarke, of Wluslow. Aria..
HOT CROSS KOI.US 1)1 'LI V LI till )
and Miss Anna Nelson, of Denver. TO ANY ADDKKSS
TIIK CITY
were married yesterday afternoon by OltlU R KAKLY.
I'ltKXCH 1IAK- Hev. J. C. RoJlius, of the First Meth-- I i:ilY, 203 i:..ST RAILROAD A K..
odlst Episcopal church.
Mr. and
Mrs. Clarke left last night for Wins-loThe olio at the Juvenile Minstrel i
will consist of a number of clever
their future home.
specialties, pretty girls, catchy songs
Word reached the city last night
y
of the death of K. H. Duchctt, of and fam dances.'
Hidden, which occurred at Santa Fe
.sunuay ntght.
Have you any musical in
Mr. Duchett was
found lying senseless in his blacksmith shop at Sau Pedro a few weeks strument that needs repairs?

Rring it or ship it
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Wholesale Distributors

0

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

0

Harvesting Machinery
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Home Insurance the Best

to.

j

f

i

retrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Ariiona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the
comes home with Increased force that a home company ought
be patron.zed and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ougut to
emphaslae the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it Is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his nam to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Ariiona
It owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Learnard & Lindemann

con.-vlctl-

at Rest music dealers in the southwest w ho have engagvd the sen Ices of

Boys Caps

I --

H. K Spencer
Xpert repairman,
formerly of ihe
STROBER FACTORY. Chicago.
RI.

The most complete line of boys' and children's Caps

Tillin g .ii,

ever displayed in this city have just arrived and are
on sale. They include Nobby Tarns, Yacht and
p
Golf styles -- 50c to $ .50
tf

UetlnUhli'g

Jiltt

Al.lll (Jl

.

I ROA'K,

R.R

Ask to See Them.

i

specialty.

liOLD
i:.
NEW WMK.XICO

TICKETS
AND

SOUGHT.

SOU

EXCHANGED

Mutilation Offlet
TraaiactlOBi
Cuartottib

ROSENFIEIO'S,

1

Address Home Office,

18 W, R, R, Are.

Occidental Life Insurance Company

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
At THE

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
iv

J

lS'

COLOMBO HALL
Admission

fOc.

ALBUQUERQUE, V. M.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladles Free

Mai
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